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Title: “Discovering network structure in point process data and application to news events” 

This paper studies the financial markets from the event driven perspective. We look at the connection between 
volatility in stock prices and published news stories around the same time. In order to deduce which news 
stories are relevant for each company we study how news stories of all companies are connected among 
themselves. We discover a hidden network structure of connections between news stories and deduce that 
this information can be used to better understand the movements in prices on the market. To formalize our 
approach, we represent the news events with a discrete point processes, which allow us to model and predict 
the intensity of future event occurrences. In order to explore the effects of news stories of one company to the 
rest of the network we model the intensity function of each company with techniques from random graph 
theory. We place a general prior on the initial state of the network and then infer the true structure from the 
data. Additionally, extracting information from the content of the news articles allowed us to find similar stories 
in the past and learn the historical market reaction to such events. In our empirical analysis we study 25 
companies from various sectors in the period from 2000 to end of 2017. We find that the network of news 
events helps us improve the forecasts for the market volatility, but we observe that this methodology is better 
suited for exploring the network structure between companies.  

 

Title: “How News drive the Macroeconomic Time Series of China?” 

This paper studies forecasting of Chinese macroeconomic time series using a large number of prediction 
variables. We investigate what is the extent of improvement of forecasts when information from news sentiment 
is included among the predictors. Due to large number of predictors we summarize them with a smaller subset 
of indexes that are built with principal component analysis. An approximate dynamic factor model is then fit on 
these indexes and used for 3-, 6- and 12-month-ahead forecasts for 4 Chinese macroeconomic time series 
(Balance of Payments, Exchange rate with US dollar, Gross Domestic Product and Unemployment rate). In 
total we use 132 predictors from various sources ranging from 2000 through 2017. The results suggest that 
forecasts obtained with this method outperform univariate autoregressions and in shorter prediction horizon 
we find that news sentiment significantly improves the forecasts. 

 

Title: “How Unusualness of News and Homogeneity of Media Coverage Impact the Stock Market?” 

We study how unusualness of news and homogeneity of media coverage impact the stock market. 
Unusualness of news is measured by entropy, as proposed by Mamaysky and Glasserman (2016) and 
Calomiris and Mamaysky (2018), and homogeneity of media coverage is measured by average textual 
similarity of a (time-varying) pool of news articles. Over the horizons ranging from one day to four weeks, 
neither unusualness nor homogeneity is found to predict abnormal return or abnormal turnover. On the other 
hand, higher unusualness and homogeneity are found to signal higher risk as measured by realized beta in 
relatively longer horizon. 
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Abstract

This paper studies the financial markets from the event driven perspective. We look at the
connection between volatility in stock prices and published news stories around the same time.
In order to deduce which news stories are relevant for each company we study how news stories
of all companies are connected among themselves. We discover a hidden network structure
of connections between news stories and deduce that this information can be used to better
understand the movements in prices on the market. To formalize our approach, we represent
the news events with a discrete point processes, which allow us to model and predict the intensity
of future event occurrences. In order to explore the effects of news stories of one company to
the rest of the network we model the intensity function of each company with techniques from
random graph theory. We place a general prior on the initial state of the network and then
infer the true structure from the data. Additionally, extracting information from the content of
the news articles allowed us to find similar stories in the past and learn the historical market
reaction to such events. In our empirical analysis we study 25 companies from various sectors in
the period from 2000 to end of 2017. We find that the network of news events helps us improve
the forecasts for the market volatility, but we observe that this methodology is better suited for
exploring the network structure between companies.

∗The research project leading to these results received funding from the European Union Research and Innovation
programme Horizon 2020 under grant agreement No. 675044 (BigDataFinance).



1 Introduction

We live in the era of information technology, where enormous amounts of data are being collected
and analysed on the daily basis. With the recent development in computational capability we are
able to process, analyse and extract meaningful content from the available sources. In the domain
of news stories this is particularly relevant since there is a constant stream of new information from
various sources. In particular we can observe that one influential news story can produce a whole
cascade of articles that develop and further explore the chosen topic. In this work we are interested
in researching how news stories evolve through time and what is the reaction of the financial markets
to such events. Particularly we are investigating what is the extent to which the financial market is
driven by the continuous stream of news events. The news arrival times are modelled by a discrete
process, while the reaction of the market is measured by the change in the realized volatility around
the time of the events. Since the stream of the news events is not continuous we will be modelling
it with the discrete point processes.

An important aspect of the news stream that we will also be considering is the fact that the news
stories are not independent, but instead they are related to other news stories and scheduled events.
Hence we also researched how news events are connected and what is the structure of the network
behind the connectedness. The idea of studying interconnectedness of information is not new to the
literature as we can observe similar pattern in various other fields as well. One interesting example
would be firing of neurons in human brain, where one can observe similar dynamic in which neurons
will be excited as a response to one particular event. The ideas are explored in detail in Linderman
and Adams (2015) and we will closely follow their work, but apply it in a setting of news events,
where we look at whether news events of one company closely follow that of another. Another area
of research that is studying this area is social networks, where the first to introduce this approach
were Gomez Rodriguez et al. (2010). However they did not use the random network models to
explore the potential of point processes. This was done by Simma and Jordan (2012) and Blundell
et al. (2012), who developed further inference algorithms and combined the Hawkes process with
the Infinite Relation Model.

In many cases we can suppose what the structure of the network could be by comparing the
similarity of the articles in the news stories. This can be achieved with the help of natural language
processing techniques that allow us to extract concepts from text and relate different articles with
the cosine similarity. However the structure of the network that we set at the start might not
reflect the true network in reality. Hence part of our problem is also discovering the latent network
structure that might be hidden at first. A classical approach of our work is represented in Figure
1, which represents how we try to reconstruct the hidden network between news events from the
available information of the arrival times of the news stories.

Once the network of relations between news stories is discovered we look at how this translates
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Figure 1: Steps in the modelling of news events of numerous companies: (a) Network of how news events influence
each other with varying weights. (b) A time series model obtained from the network with time-varying intensity
intensity. (c) Aggregated occurrence times of news events for various companies, where each spike induces an impulse
response from the network (indicated by the arrow). Picture taken from Linderman et al. (2016).

into the financial landscape. Particularly we are interested whether the same correlation between
company news stories carries any increased predictive ability to the equities market. What we are
particularly interested is whether the knowledge of what future news events are most likely will
improve the models in the financial world and what is the extent to which the financial markets are
driven by these news events.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 defines the data that we will be using in
our empirical analysis. Section 3 defines the point processes and gives some general properties of the
point processes. We also present two special cases of point processes, namely the Poisson process
in subsection 3.1 and the building block of our model the Hawkes processes in subsection 3.2. The
former are is the simplest version and most widely used version of point processes, whereas the
later extends the methodology to processes, which are also dependant on their previous values. In
section 4 we present a special case of Hawkes Processes, where its intensity function is obtained with
Latent Network Structure. Results for all of the methods are presented in section 5. We conclude
by presenting our planned future work in section 6 and conclusion in section 7.

2 Data

2.1 Stock Data

We will be considering 25 companies, where the full list is displayed in Table 1. For each of
those companies we use the 5 minutes prices from the NYSE’s Transactions And Quotes (TAQ)
database. The 5 minutes frequency data is used because we want to avoid the biases by microstruc-
ture noise that appear at higher frequencies (see Hansen and Lunde (2006) for evidence of potential
bias). Additionally choosing a time interval of 5 minutes for volatility estimation is supported by
Liu et al. (2015), where authors provide an extensive empirical analysis. This frequency also allows
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us to discover what are the changes of volatility close to news events and hence we can determine
whether movements were correlated with the news events. We will be considering data from from
January 1st 2000 through December 31st 2017, which translates to 6547 days and 4522 business
days when trading occurred.

Table 1: Ticker symbols and company names with further details

Ticker Company Name Sector Primary Listing

AA Alcoa Corporation Industrials NYSE

AIG American International Group Financials NYSE

AXP American Express Financials NASDAQ

BA Boeing Company Industrials NYSE

BAC Bank Of America Financials NYSE

C Citigroup Financials NYSE

CAT Caterpillar Industrials NYSE

CVX Chevron Energy NYSE

DD El du Pont de Nemours & Co Industrials NYSE

DIS The Walt Disney Company Consumer Discretionary NYSE

GE General Electric Industrials NYSE

HD The Home Depot Consumer Discretionary NYSE

IBM IBM Information Technology NYSE

INTC Intel Inc. Information Technology NASDAQ

JNJ Johnson & Johnson Health Care NYSE

JPM JPMorgan Chase Financials NYSE

KO Coca-Cola Consumer Staples NYSE

MCD McDonald’s Consumer Discretionary NYSE

MMM 3M Company Materials NYSE

MRK Merck & Co. Health Care NYSE

PG Procter & Gamble Consumer Staples NYSE

UTX United Technologies Industrials NYSE

VZ Verizon Communications Telecommunication Services NYSE

WMT Walmart Consumer Staples NYSE

XOM Exxon Mobil Energy NYSE

In this work we take the realized volatility of the prices (Andersen et al. (2003)) as our volatility
measure for all of the companies under consideration. In order to define it let S denote the loga-
rithmic price process of a stock and let t(o) (t(c)) be the opening (closing) time of stock exchange
on trading day-t respectively. Then given an equidistant grid {St(o)+i∆ : i = 0, 1, . . . , n} of prices
sampled during [t(o), t(c)], realized volatility of S over such grid is defined by

RV (S)dt =

n∑
i=1

r(S)2
t,i (1)

where r(S)t,i = St+i∆ − St+(i−1)∆ is the i-th intraday return. The daily open-to-close return of S
is simply denoted by r(S)t or equivalently written as r(S)t = St(c) − St(o) .
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2.2 News data

The news event data used in the empirical analysis covers the same period as that of stock data.
It was obtained from two sources, Ravenpack and EventRegistry. The first Ravenpack is a data
provider that specializes in sentiment extraction from the news stories using proprietary Natural
Language Processing (NLP) algorithms. The company tracks over 192,000 entities, which not only
includes companies but also government organisations, currencies and more. Most importantly for
the purpose of this research paper they offer up to millisecond timestamps of all news events in-
cluded in their dataset. This is crucial when studying how financial markets react around news
events as we can observe the market reaction at the specified timestamp. Ravanepack uses various
information sources to obtain it’s data among which are Wall Street Journal, Barron’s and Dow
Jones Financial Wire. Ravenpack’s database has already been used in industry and academia on
firm-specific level as well as macroeconomic perspective (eg. Lau et al. (2017) and Brandt and Gao
(2016)).

EventRegistry on the other hand provides us with additional NLP results that are used along-
side Ravenpack’s database. It analyses news articles from numerous sources and clusters the articles
talking about the same story in the news events. The collection of articles is done using the service
called NewsFeed, which monitors RSS feeds of more than 100,000 news outlets globally in over
100 languages. With this procedure EventRegistry captures more than 200,000 articles each day,
clusters them in the events and extracts relevant information about the event (entities, people,
locations, topics). With this additional information we are able to look for further features of the
news event that might be relevant for the market reaction. Once the event is formed we are able to
obtain all of the entities involved in the event, ranked by the importance, alongside location and the
timestamps of the event. We will use the available data to preform a sub study of the entire period,
because the data is only available from January 1st 2014 onwards. For more detailed description
of the EventRegistry see Leban et al. (2014) and Rupnik et al. (2016).

3 Point Processes

In this section we present the building blocks of our models, point processes. Definition 2 defines
what we mean by that, where we start by defining the counting process as follows.

Definition 1 (Counting Process). A counting process is a stochastic process N(t)t≥0 taking values
in N0 with N(0) = 0 and is almost surely finite, right-continuous step function with an increments
of +1. Furthermore it is adapted to the filtration H(t)t≥0, which is the history of values up to time
t.

Now we are able to define the Point process.
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Definition 2 (Point process). Let T = {T1, T2, . . . , } be a sequence of random variables taking
values in [0,∞) and P(0 ≤ T1 ≤ T2 ≤ . . .) = 1. Then we say that T is a (simple) point process.

In other words a point process is a set of arrival times T = {T1, T2, . . . , } at which the counting
process has jumped. Another way to characterise a particular point process is through defining the
conditional probability function given the history up until the last arrival u, H(u).

Definition 3 (Density function). Let N(tk) = {t1, t2, . . . , tk} be a point process. Then given that
N(t) is H(t) measurable we define the conditional density function (cdf) of the next arrival time
Tk+1 as

F (t|H(u)) =

∫ t

u
P(Tk+1 ∈ [s, s+ ds]|H(u))ds =

∫ t

u
f(s|H(u))ds (2)

and the joint p.d.f. for N(t) is then

f(t1, t2, . . . , tk) =

k∏
i=1

f(ti|H(ti−1)) (3)

However these functions are hard to work with and for this reason we introduce the conditional
intensity function, λ(t). This function is also referred to as hazard rate across literature (Cox
(1955)).

Definition 4 (Conditional intensity function). Let N(t) be a counting process with associated history
H. Then we define the conditional intensity function as a non-negative function λ(t) such that

λ(t) = lim
h↓0

E[N(t+ h)−N(t)|H(t)]

h
= E[dN(t)|H(t)] =

f(t|H(t))

1− F (t|H(t))
. (4)

It is also H(t) measurable. We are assuming that such a function exists.

Frequently the integral of the conditional density function is needed, for example in parameter
estimation and goodness of fit testing. Hence we define the so called compensator.

Definition 5. Let N(t) be a counting process with conditional intensity function λ(t). Then the
compensator is defined as

Λ(t) =

∫ t

0
λ(s)ds (5)

3.1 Poisson Processes

We now turn to the simplest example of the point processes, namely Poisson process. Let τ be
a random variable with exponential probability density function.
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We then define the arrival times of the events by Sn =
∑n

i=1 τi, which have a gamma density
function

gn(s) =
λsn−1

(n− 1)!
λe−λs

and this allows us to define the Poisson process.

Definition 6 (Poisson Process). The Poisson process N(t) is defined as the point process where the
number of events in any subset A, follows a Poisson distribution with mean

∫
A λ(t)dt. For the case

of constant λ we can use the definition of arrival times to write,

N(t) =



0 0 ≤ t ≤ S1

1 S1 ≤ t ≤ S2

...

n Sn ≤ t ≤ Sn+1

...

Poisson process has stationary independent increments, which means that the occurrence of
jumps depends only on length of the interval and not on history before the desired interval. So the
mean and variance of the increments are (see Shreve (2004) for full derivation):

E[N(t)−N(s)] =
∞∑
k=1

k
(λ)k(t− s)k

k!
λe−λ(t−s) = λ(t− s), (6)

V(N(t)−N(s)) = λ(t− s). (7)

3.2 Hawkes processes

The Hawkes process (Hawkes (1971)) is a special case of point process, with the special property
that it "self-excites". This means that the arrival of one event increases the chances of future
arrivals, or in other words the rate of future arrivals increases with each new event. In our definition
we follow Laub et al. (2015), which provides an excellent review of Hawkes processes with sufficient
mathematical rigour. We follow their notation and write λ∗(t) as a shorthand notation of λ(t|H(t)).

Definition 7 (Hawkes process). Let N(t)t≥0 be a point process that is H(t)t≥0 measurable (associ-
ated history is contained in H(t)). Assume that N(t) satisfies

P(N(t+ h)−N(t) = m|H(t)) =


λ∗(t)h+ o(h) m = 1

o(h) m > 1

1− λ∗(t)h+ o(h) m = 0

. (8)
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The we call N(t) a Hawkes process if it its conditional intensity function is of the form

λ∗(t) = λ0 +

∫ t

0
µ(t− u)dN(u) (9)

for some λ0 > 0 and µ : (0,∞) → [0,∞) which are called the background intensity and excitation
function respectively. In the case that µ(·) = 0 we obtain a homogeneous Poisson process.

The definition of the conditional intensity given in the previous definition is merely a generalised
version of the one that is more common across literature. Hence if we denote {t1, t2, . . . , tk} as the
observed sequence of past arrival times, then equation (9) becomes

λ∗(t) = λ0 +
∑
ti<t

µ(t− ti) (10)

and so we only need to define the background intensity λ0 and the excitation function µ(·). In
the original paper Hawkes (1971) used the exponential decay for the value of µ, that is, µ(t) = αe−βt

with constants α, β > 0.

Next we define the likelihood function of Hawkes processes following Daley and Vere-Jones
(2003), Proposition 7.2.III.

Theorem 3.1 (Hawkes process likelihood). Let N(·) be a regular point process on [0, T ] for some
finite positive T , and let (t1, t2, . . . , tk) denote a realisation of N(·) over [0, T ]. Then, the likelihood
L of N(·) is expressible in the form

L =
[ k∏
i=1

λ∗(ti)
]

exp(−
∫ T

0
λ∗(u)du) (11)

Figure 2 represents an example of Hawkes processes and how events are correlated among each
other when we have 3 processes. The first spike of process I is caused by background rate and it
causes impulse responses from the other two processes. Spike 2 originates as an impulse of the third
process and causes an additional two spikes in the first two processes. One spike can even causes
multiple spikes in the other two processes, which is demonstrated by spike 4, which causes spikes
5a-c. Here we can see that processes excite on another, but not themselves.

4 Hawkes Processes with Latent Network Structure

There is a vast literature around traditional network analysis. In this approach the networks are
given as an observed dataset, which means that the nodes and edges of the network are all known.
However we wish to extend this framework to networks where not all connections are given and
have to be inferred from the given dataset. The noisy observations that we observe are believed to
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Figure 2: An example of Hawkes process. Events from one process induce events on the other connected processes
and hence cause a cascade of events. Further explanation in text. Picture taken from Linderman and Adams (2014).

be generated according to the model with the latent network structure. In our work we will observe
news events that occur around the world and research whether there are certain correlations between
news from specific sectors, among certain companies or overall trends in the market.

4.1 Probabilistic Network Models

Each network can be represented as a matrix with the elements defining whether connection
between two nodes exists. Hence let us define a network of N nodes with a N×N adjacency matrix
A, where an element of the matrix ai,j = 1 if nodes i and j are connected with an edge and ai,j = 0

otherwise. For now let us assume that the network is not directed. Next we associate weights to
the edges through the matrix W ∈ RN×N . The entire network is then defined as an elementwise
product of the two matrices, which we denote by A �W. This formulation allows us to capture
the sparsity pattern through the matrix A and the strength of the connections by matrix W. From
modelling perspective this formulation allows us to separate our prior believes about the sparsity
and strength of the network. This type of models is known as the spike-and-slab model (Mitchell
and Beauchamp (1988)).

We will model the distribution of the adjacency matrix through its prior distribution. Namely
we will introduce latent variables z to its prior. Hence in its most general form the distribution over
A factorizes as follows:

P(A|z,ϑ) =
N∏
n=1

N∏
n′=1

P(an,n′ |zn, zn′ ,ϑ) (12)

Then one has to decide on which probability distribution to choose for the likelihood of connec-
tion between two nodes. Here we represent global network parameters with the variable ϑ. There
are some important cases that we should consider and that will be used in rest of this work:

• Empty Model: This is a model where there is no connection between any of the nodes and it
is used more as baseline for other models. Since there are no edges between the nodes, each
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node is independent and any improvement over this model would suggest how interdependent
the nodes are.

• Dense Model: In this model all nodes are connected between each other and so there is no
assumption about the structured prior distribution over the network.

• Erdős-Renyi Model: In this model the probability that two nodes are connected is set by an
independently and identically distributed Bernoulli random variable. So any two nodes are
connected with the same probability.

• Stochastic Block Model: Each node has its own class zn and the probability between two
nodes depends on the classes of the two nodes. It is a network equivalent of the mixture
model.

The same approach can be applied to the scalar weight matrix W, but instead of modelling the
connection probability we now model the mean weight of the edge, µn,n′ . The distribution is in this
of the form,

P(W |z,ϑ) =
N∏
m=1

N∏
n=1

P(wm,n|zn, zn′ ,ϑ)

=
N∏
m=1

N∏
n=1

P(wm,n|µm,n,ϑ).

Both adjacency matrix and the scalar weight matrix are obtained with the help of Gibbs sam-
pling, which an inference algorithm in which we take gamma prior as the prior distribution for
the weight matrix. The estimation closely follows Linderman and Adams (2014), who also provide
further details about the inference procedure.

4.2 The Network Hawkes Model

In this section we closely follow Linderman and Adams (2014) as they use the same methodology
in their work, but in a different area. In order to combine the random network models with the
Hawkes process, we will rewrite the impulse response function µn,n′(∆t) as follows:

µn,n′(∆t) = an,n′ · wn,n′ · µ̃(∆t; θn,n′). (13)

Here we keep notation from the previous section, so an,n′ is an entry in the binary adjacency
matrix, A ∈ {0, 1}N×N , and wn,n′ is the corresponding entry in the non-negative weight matrix,
W ∈ RN×N+ . This split into two parts allows one to specify two components of the network, namely
the sparsity structure and strength of the interaction inside the network. To also incorporate the
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temporal aspect of the network we include the non-negative function µ̃(∆t; θn,n′) parametrized by
θn,n′ in the formulation. Moreover µ̃ is considered to be a probability density function with compact
support.

As pointed out in Linderman and Adams (2014) the formulation in Equation 13 has many ad-
vantages. Mostly it allows one to specify the sparsity structure, A, and strength of interaction, W
separately with a probabilistic network models presented in the 4.1. Additionally there is a clear
connection to the basic Poisson process and the standard Hawkes process. The first is obtained
if we take the empty model with independent background process, while the second is obtained if
we use the complete graph model. With this formulation we are also able to compare the relative
strength of the interactions, because the W can then be though of as the expected number of event
occurrences if µ̃ is a probability density.

In this formulation the background rate λ0 from 9 has an intuitive explanation. It explains the
events that cannot be classified as a reaction to the preceding events. These incorporate regularly
occurring events (quarterly reports) or any other new event that has not been a direct consequence
of a different event. In our case we will take this value to be constant, but it is possible to have
a time varying background rate, which will be left for future work. In our empirical analysis of
this model we are using the python module pyhawkes1 that has an excellent implementation of this
methodology.

5 Empirical Analysis

5.1 Event Prediction

In this section we present results for predicting the next news event on the basis of the of histor-
ical information. The models are first estimated over the training period ranging from January 1st
2000 until January 1st 2013 and then tested on 1 year of held out data to see what would be the
performance of all of techniques explained in previous sections. The time frame was chosen up to
the availability of the data from EventRegistry so that we could asses the performance when only
Ravenpack’s dataset was used.

To obtain a comparative measure of performance for the models we compute the log likelihood
of the models for the prediction of the events on the held out dataset. Table 2 presents the results
that we obtain in this sample relative to the predictive log likelihood of an empty model that cor-
responds to the Poisson process. Here we are predicting the news sequence of all the companies in
our dataset simultaneously.

1Available on https://github.com/slinderman/pyhawkes.
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Model Pred. log likelihood

Standard Hawkes 0.998
Network Hawkes ( Erdős-Renyi) 1.091
Network Hawkes (Stochastic Block Model) 0.767

Table 2: Comparison of model performance

We can see that in this case the best preforming model is network Hawkes with the combination of
Erdős-Renyi model. It only slightly outperform the standard Hawkes process, but we get additional
insight into how news stories from companies relate to one another inside the model. What is
surprising is that the Stochastic Block Model that is the most complex of the three actually has the
worst performance. Next we check how well can these models be used for determining connections
between news events.

5.2 Connectedness between news events

The network Hawkes model can also be used to study the strength of links between compa-
nies. From the formulation of the Equation 13 we can see that the strength of connection between
company n and company n′ will be represented by the wn,n′ . The strength of this connection also
depends on which network model we have chosen for the estimation. Figure 3 depicts the strength
of correlation between the companies in our dataset (see Table 1 for ticker description) when we use
the Erdős-Renyi model. From the figure we immediately observe a significant correlation between
Alcoa and Citi.

Figure 3: Correlation between news events of different companies
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In order to give more precise representation we plot the heat maps from the weight matrices for
the three models. We can see from the plots that the weight matrix depends on the chosen model
and hence infers different connectivity between companies in our dataset. However there some con-
nections seem to persist through all three models. We observe that we have a strong interaction
between the news stories of Citi and Alcoa.

Figure 4: Heat maps that display elements in the weight matrix W between news events

5.3 News as drivers of the financial market

In the next step we will test how well can these results be used together with the realized
volatility of the financial data to obtain a better predictions of larger market shifts. We look at
the changes of the realized volatility at the 5 minute level. We assume that there was a significant
market movement on the trading day if the realized volatility changed by at least one standard
deviation from its running mean of the past 30 days. This event will be denoted by 1. If the
realized volatility changed by more than two running mean values we denote it as a major market
shift and denote it by 2 and if the realized volatility did not change that significantly we denote it
by 0. Hence we are able to obtain a sequence of market events that takes value in {0, 1, 2}. We then
use the models discussed in section 4 to see if including information about news events improves
the forecasts of the event sequence.

In order to do so we combine our dataset of event counts with that of the event sequences obtain
above. Therefore the number of nodes in the network is twice the size of the number of companies
since we include its news count as well as that of changes in realized volatility describe in previous
paragraph. Running all three models again we find that the news stories relating to JP Morgan
Chase are correlated with the changes in volatility of United Technologies and Exxon Mobile. We
present the heat maps of the all three models described in subsection 4.1 in Figure 5.

From this result it could be said that the larger market shifts of certain companies are driven
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Figure 5: Heat maps that display elements in the weight matrix W between news events and market changes

by the events of other companies. However this does not hold for all companies systematically,
so in order to preform further robustness checks of these results, we will extend the number of
companies in the dataset in our future work. The final step of the empirical analysis is calculating
the predictive log likelihood of the three models again. Results are displayed in Table 3, where we
can see that the best preforming model is actually Standard Hawkes model, which suggests that
the network models might be over fitting on the training dataset.

Model Pred. log likelihood

Standard Hawkes 0.833
Network Hawkes ( Erdős-Renyi) 0.640
Network Hawkes (Stochastic Block Model) 0.340

Table 3: Comparison of model performance on news and market data

5.4 Event Registry sub study

As mentioned in the data description we also have access to rich dataset provided by the Even-
tRegistry, which will serve as our next exploration step. So far we have been solely looking at
the correlation between occurrence of news events and the changes in the financial markets. In
the next step we will also use the additional information provided by the EventRegistry to obtain
better understanding of what type of events move the markets and what do these events have in
common. This will then allow us to generalize our current framework and obtain further insights
into correlation between news events and market volatility. The time period under analysis will in
this case be from January 1st 2014 to December 31st 2017. EventRegistry provides the capability
of finding similar events to any event that we input, which allowed us to build a network of events
that are connected to each other through time. An illustrative example of a network for one specific
company, IBM, is presented in the Figure 6. Due to the size of data we only plot the last 50 events
(and their similar events) in our dataset.
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Figure 6: Network structure of similar events for IBM

We can observe that there are a few clusters of nodes connected between each other, which
would represent that there are several types of events that are closely related, but different enough
from the others to form their own cluster. For each new event this type of information can be used
to obtain an insight into how market reacted to similar events in the past. Hence one can make
a prediction of the effect an event is going to have on the market on the basis of the reactions of
the market to past similar events. We follow this line of research in our work, Torkar and Mladenic
(2017), which finds that information contained in past similar events is statistically significant for
predicting market variables. See the original paper for further details.

6 Plan Ahead: Learning drivers of the market with autoencoders

In the work so far we have explored how news events are connected among themselves and how
the market volatility changes around these events. We want to take a step further and explore the
underline hidden drivers of the market that could explain changes in all of the other participants.
We will achieve this by using a non linear dimensionality reduction technique called autoencoder
that will help us find the most relevant features among the news events.

In order to obtain these hidden drivers we will be looking at the non linear map of the event se-
quences to lower dimensional space, where only the important features will be retained. In doing so
we are able to determine which events are the most relevant, because they are included in the formu-
lation and which ones can be deduced given the information of other news events. The method that
we will use to preform this mapping is called autoencoder and it is a special form of a neural network.
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Autoencoders are neural networks that are trained in an unsupervised manner by trying to learn
a function that would preform the best mapping reconstruct its input. Let x be the input data, then
we can represent the network by two parts: an encoder function h = f(x) and a decoder function
r = g(h). In the case that the encoder and decoder functions are set to map the input data to itself
exactly we would get x = r ⇐⇒ g(f(x)) = x. However in this case the mapping would not be very
useful. Instead we impose certain restrictions on the functions f and g, so that they are only able to
represent data approximately and hence have to evaluate what is relevant. These restrictions refer
to the dimensionality of the result after data passes through the autoencoder function. In the case
that that the dimension of g(f(x)) is lower than that of x the autoencoder is called undercomplete.
In order to obtain this formulation one simply has to solve the minimization process for the loss
function L,

min
x
L(x, g(f(x))) (14)

where L in our case will be chosen chosen to be the Mean Squared Error (MSE). In the case that the
decoder function is chosen to be linear this setting would actually produce the Principal Components
of the dataset x. However since we are interested in more complex representation we will not restrict
the decoder function to linear form. For further details about autoencoder functions see Goodfellow
et al. (2016).

7 Conclusion

In this work we study the correlation between news events and discover the network structure
of connectedness between news stories from different companies. We model the intensity of arrivals
of news events with random graph models and obtain improved predictive ability in the forecasts
of future news events. Additionally we also find new link between news stories of companies, where
a significant results was found for the interaction between the news stories of Citi and Alcoa. We
apply the same analysis to changes in realized volatility, where we find further evidence that news
events of different companies affect the changes of market prices of other firms. However we observe
that this methodology is better suited for exploring the network structure between companies. Fur-
ther improvements on the forecasts can be achieved if we use the additional features provided by
the EventRegistry database, where we obtain an improvement in forecasts when past similar news
events are included in the model.
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Abstract
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1 Introduction

Prediction of macroeconomic time series is a well researched area of economics, but with recent

advances in text processing and information technology, we are able to use new datasets and

techniques in prediction of classical time series. In the past decade the classical approach of using

only a few variables to predict a few key economic quantities was extended by several researchers.

Among the first were Stock and Watson (2002a,b), who used principal component analysis to

summarize large number of predictors with a few diffusion indexes. They used approximate dynamic

factor model for forecasting and our approach is similar. Dynamic factor models have a long

tradition in the macroeconomic time series analysis. The first to formalize the notion of factor

model to dynamic generalization were Sargent and Sims (1977). This model was then used by

several researchers to study dynamic covariation among sets of variables (Geweke (1977), Singleton

(1980), Forni and Reichlin (1996, 1998)). We will, however, use the estimated factors for prediction.

Several researchers have already used a version of the above methodology for prediction (Forni et al.

(2005), Boivin and Ng (2005), DAgostino and Giannone (2012)). Moreover, findings that a few

central factors can explain the variation of large set of predictors was further confirmed by Giannone

et al. (2004). The methodology was extended further by Doz et al. (2012) and Babura and Modugno

(2014).

The state of the literature on the dynamic factor models has been recently surveyed by Stock

and Watson (2016) and it provides a well structured overview of the literature. The survey offers

an excellent description of the methods we will be using in this paper, while previous surveys can

also be consulted (Bai et al. (2008) or Stock and Watson (2011)). The approximate dynamic factor

model that we will be using in this work produces forecasts in two steps. First the factors are

estimated from the entire dataset Xt with principal component analysis and then the estimated

factors are used to forecast the time series yt. This approach also avoids the problem with selection

of the features to be used in the model since the model is effectively using all of the information

available to it. Following Stock and Watson (2002b) we call the estimated factors diffusion indexes.

The above methodology has been applied to various classical macroeconomic datasets with

the main focus on the US (Stock and Watson (2002a) or Kristensen (2017)). However with the

advances in the information technology we will extended the classical dataset with additional re-

gressors extracted from the news articles. New machine learning techniques offer the opportunity to

systematically analyse the content of news articles and determine what sentiment is conveyed in the

articles. In this paper we will take the aggregated sentiment of news articles by topic and included

it in the dataset from which the diffusion indexes will be estimated. The construction of sentiment

index was done by our data provider Ravenpack, where several text mining techniques were used

to obtain the final value of sentiment for each article in range [−1, 1]. We will also focus on the

macroeconomic time series of China, because it has seen less attention than the US. Additionally

many of the time series describing the state of Chinese economy are only released at the quarterly

level. Hence this offers an opportunity to use predictors with higher frequency to better estimate
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the future movements. In light of this, one of the contributions of this work is determining how

sentiment obtained from the news articles can improve the forecasts of macroeconomic time series.

This approach is not new to the literature, since several researchers already attempted to use new

variables to better now-cast any of the macroeconomic time series for China. Among the first were

Yiu and Chow (2010), who use the model of Giannone et al. (2008) to now-cast Chinese GDP and

find improvement over random walk. They also find that interest rates are the most important

information for better forecasts. On the other hand Maier (2011) tested various different models

and found that factor models deliver better results than indicator-model averages and economic

activity index. Moreover, Giannone et al. (2013) focus on only real variables (no financial data)

and estimate Dynamic Factor model for Chinese GDP using methods from Babura and Modugno

(2014). They built a model that successfully analyses new datasets as they become available and

delivers forecasts, which are comparable to the best judgemental forecasts within financial markets.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the framework and models that

were used for forecasting. In section 3 we summarize the data that was used to obtain empirical

results. This is followed by presentation of results and commentary in section 4.

2 Framework

2.1 Approximate Dynamic Factor Model

To test what is the extent of news driving the market and how including additional regressors to

the dataset would improve the forecast we use the model presented by Stock and Watson (2002b).

The authors construct a dynamic factor model, which also gives an insight into how diffusion

indexes are constructed. So let yt be the series that we are forecasting and let Xt be the N-

dimensional variable containing our predictor time series (macroeconomic data series and news

sentiment indexes). We also set the observation period to be t = 1, . . . , T , where both yt and Xt

are standardized beforehand (mean zero and unit standard variance). We also follow Stock and

Watson (2002b) in presenting the common dynamic factors with ft. The dynamic factor model is

then written as the following.

yt+1 = β(L)ft + γ(L)yt + εt+1, (1)

Xit = λi(L)ft + eit (2)

for i = 1, . . . , N , where β(L) and λi(L) are lag polynomials for non-negative L, et = (e1t, . . . , eNt)

is the N × 1 idiosyncratic disturbance and E[εt+1|ft, yt, Xt, ft−1, yt−1, Xt−1, . . .] = 0. In order to be

able to estimate the factors by the principal components the authors impose further limitations on

the lag polynomials. Mainly they set them to have finite order of at most q, which also limits the

number of factors that can be estimated with the same number. In order to reflect this assumption

we follow the original authors and denote factors by Ft in following sections.
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With these assumptions on the lag polynomials and factors it is then possible to construct

h-step ahead forecasts for the target variable yt directly. Hence the equation 2 can be rewritten as

the following,

yht+h = αh + βh(L)Ft + γh(L)yt + εht+h, (3)

where the subscripts h reflect the dependence of the forecast on the chosen horizon. Because

Ft, αh(L), βh(L) and γh(L) are unknown, the forecast equation 3 has to be constructed in two steps.

In the first step the time series of factors (diffusion indexes) Ft are estimated from the sample data

Xt. Then in the next step the other coefficients are obtained by regressing yt+1 on constant Ft and

yt (and lags). The final forecast equation is then formed as yhT+h = α̂h + β̂h(L)F̂T + γ̂h(L)yT . The

diffusion indexes are estimated by principal components, which allows one to model datasets with

few examples and many predictors. In it’s most general form this equation is then the following

yhT+h|T = α̂h +

m∑
j=1

β̂′hjF̂T−j+1 +

p∑
j=1

γ̂hjyT−j+1, (4)

where F̂t is the vector of k estimated factors. We present results for two variants of equation

(4). The first version denoted by DI-AR, includes lags of the factors and lags of yt, with k and lag

orders m and p estimated by Bayesian information criterion (BIC), with 1 ≤ k ≤ 12, 1 ≤ m ≤ 3,

and 0 ≤ p ≤ 6. With this formulation the smallest possible model that can be chosen with BIC

actually excludes target variable yt and includes only a single factor of the same time period, F̂t.

The second version, denoted by DI, includes only contemporaneous F̂t, so p = 0, m = 1, and k is

chosen by BIC, 1 ≤ k ≤ 12.

From our dataset, that will be discussed further in the next section, we will build empirical

factors on three different datasets. Firstly we will only consider the macroeconomic time series of

China. Next we build the factors only on the indexes obtained from news events and finally we will

build empirical factors on the combined dataset of macroeconomic and sentiment time series.

2.2 Autoregressive Model

The autoregressive model is a univariate model that is based on the equation 3 where the term

involving ft are excluded. Hence when we are forecasting we adapt the equation 4 to obtain the

following one

yhT+h|T = α̂h +

p∑
j=1

γ̂hjyT−j+1. (5)

The lag order p is selected so that BIC is minimized with 0 ≤ p ≤ 6, where p = 0 indicates that all

lags of yt are excluded.
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3 Data

3.1 Macroeconomic Time Series Data

The data that was used for the analysis was obtained from various well established sources:

FRED 1, IMF 2 and OECD 3. All three databases are freely available and can be accessed either

directly on the website or by using an API service. The complete list of all the variables that

were used as predictors can be found in appendix, but overall we used 132 predictors with different

frequencies (monthly, quarterly, annual). In order to obtain a monthly time series for all predictors

we used cubic splines interpolation to obtain values for series with quarterly and annual frequency.

After all series were merged to the same frequency, they were further standardized to have sample

mean zero and unit sample variance.

3.2 News Data

We obtained our news data from Ravenpack, which is a company specialized in analysis and

extraction of sentiment out of news articles using Natural Language Processing (NLP) algorithms.

Ravenpack tracks over 192,000 entities including government organisations, geographical entities,

currencies, commodities and more. It uses various information sources among which are Wall

Street Journal, Barron’s and Dow Jones Financial Wire. For each entity Ravenpack then classifies

news events into 56 groups of topics. This includes scheduled and unscheduled news of various

types (see appendix for full list). For each of the news events that is assigned to a specific entity,

Ravenpack then provides the so called Event Sentiment Score (ESS), which indicated what is the

given sentiment of the story related to the entity. This is represented in the form of a granular

score between -1.00 and 1.00, where 1.00 represents extremely positive sentiment, 0 indicated neu-

tral sentiment and -1.00 indicates negative sentiment. The algorithm responsible for determining

ESS score obtains the final value from the news story based on consensus-based score ranges and

by performing analysis and computation when factors such as magnitudes, casualties, words that

convey sentiment, comparative values or ratings are disclosed in the story. Ravenpack’s database

has already been used in industry and academia on firm-specific level as well as macroeconomic

perspective (eg. Lau et al. (2017) and Brandt and Gao (2016)).

In our analysis we obtained all of the news events that contained ”China” as the entity in the

story. For each event we collect the ESS assigned by Ravenpack and build monthly average score

for each of the 56 categories of the events. This was possible since Ravenpack provides a timestamp

for each news story up to the millisecond. These indexes are then included in the dataset alongside

the classical macroeconomic variables.

1Federal Reserve Economic Data
2International Monetary Fund
3Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
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The time period of our sample was chosen on the basis of the availability of the news sentiment

scores. Since the data provider Ravenpack offers historical data from the year 2000, we chose that

as our starting period. The final period was third quarter of 2017. Hence we analysed the time

series with 213 monthly observations. On the other hand the number of news stories that were

analysed was 4, 334, 565. The statistics of the sentiment indexes can be seen in the Table (4).

4 Forecast design

In this section we will describe the setting that we used for forecasting. In our work we use

unbalanced dataset since we use macroeconomic time series with different frequencies (monthly,

quarterly and yearly). By including more indexes we capture additional information that is pro-

vided by these time series. However it has to be noted that these time series only provide additional

forecasting improvements if the co-move with the other variables in the dataset and/or with target

variables.

On the other hand Boivin and Ng (2005) argue that inclusion of variables that have large vari-

ance or are cross-correlated actually decreases the precision of the factor estimates. Additionally

they argue that one should be careful about the oversampling problem, which states that including

variables that are irrelevant for the target actually worsens the forecasting results. As we will show,

the sentiment indexes could not be classified as irrelevant for macroeconomic analysis. Additionally

Boivin and Ng (2005) argue that one should pre-select the variables that would be used for factor

estimation later on and remove all others. However this leads to the issue of feature selection, which

has recently been tackled by Kristensen (2017).

Another issue that is important with this methodology is whether factors are estimated recur-

sively or on the rolling basis. In our approach we used expanding window in order to provide the

model with as much information as possible, which is crucial since we do not have many periods

of observation, but we do have many variables. However with this approach the factors could be

affected by the structural breaks in the dataset that only occur in certain period. Hence from

this perspective the rolling window forecast should produce better estimation. Nevertheless is it

is argued across literature that factor models are less sensitive to the structural breaks and hence

the expanding window does not suffer significantly from this draw back. For example Stock and

Watson (1998) argue that factor estimation from large dataset is consistent even when there are

known structural breaks in the data.

In our work we are currently using the expanding window for empirical factor estimation and

making predictions. However we are planning to expand the results by using the rolling window

scheme as well for different window sizes.
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5 Forecasting Results

The results for all forecasts are presented in Tables (1,2,3), where we report two sets of statistics.

The first is the Mean Square Error (MSE) of each forecast relative to the MSE of the baseline

univariate autoregressive model (so the MSE of autoregressive model is 1). In this way we can

directly compare how different models rank against the baseline forecast and whether they improved

the forecast error more than other models did. We also report the standard relative error of the

the relative MSE in the parenthesis, which is obtained by diving the standard error of the proposed

model with standard error of the baseline model. The second statistic is the coefficient of candidate

forecasts from the forecast combining equation,

yht+h = αŷht+h|t + (1− α)ŷh,ARt+h|t + uht+h, (6)

where ŷht+h|t is the candidate h-step ahead forecast and ŷh,ARt+h|t is the benchmark autoregressive h-

step ahead forecast. The coefficient α was then calculated by estimating the ordinary least square

estimate from the following equation

α̂ = arg min
α

∑
t

(yt − yht+h)2 = arg min
α

∑
t

(yt − ŷh,ARt+h|t + α(ŷht+h|t − ŷ
h,AR
t+h|t))

2. (7)

For example α is estimated to be 0.315 for the benchmark DI forecast of GDP at 3-month

horizon, which means that the hypothesis that the weight of this forecast is 0 (α = 0) can be

rejected. However it also implies that the DI forecast does not receive a unit weight. In this case

the weight assigned to the forecast of DI model is closer to 0 than 1 as model does not outperform

the benchmark model, which can be seen from the value of relative MSE (1.309).

Looking at the results in Tables (1,2,3) let us first focus on the DI forecasts, where the number

of factors was selected with BIC. In this model there are no lagged values of yt, which essentially

implies that all of the dynamics of time series are predicted from the estimated factors. In the case

of the Exchange Rate it is surprising that this model outperforms all others. However that is also

the only case where this model outperforms DI-AR, which is what one would expect. The DI-AR

model includes the lagged values of yt and in most cases it has a substantially lower MSE than the

benchmark model. The only exception is the when we are trying to predict the Exchange Rate,

where the results suggest that including lagged values of yt actually decreases the performance of

the model. It should also be pointed out that the model with the lowest Relative MSE is not the

one which is chosen by the BIC, which can be seen in all variables on both horizons.

Now we turn to the comparison between the models that included aggregated news indexes and

the ones that did not. Firstly let us consider the 3-month horizon. In the case of the forecasting

GDP, we find that including news does improve the model. Specifically the model with the largest

improvement of Relative MSE is DI-AR with 4 factors because the best benchmark, DI-AR, im-
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Table 1: Forecasting Results for the 3-Month Horizon

Forecast method k GDP Balance of Payments Exchange Rate Unemployment Rate

Baselines, no sentiment, N = 132
AR 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
DI, BIC 1.309 (1.73) 0.748 (.55) 0.890 (.79) 0.876 (.76)
DI-AR, BIC 0.673 (.46) 0.118 (.00) 0.719 (.51) 0.335 (.08)

Full Dataset, N = 187
DI, BIC 1.149 (1.34) 0.686 (.46) 0.890 (.79) 0.714 (.50)
DI-AR, BIC 0.529 (.25) 0.063 (.00) 0.719 (.51) 0.204 (.01)

Full Dataset, p = BIC
DI-AR, 1 0.518 (.20) 0.061 (.00) 0.719 (.51) 0.204 (.01)
DI-AR, 2 0.505 (.22) 0.066 (.00) 0.717 (.50) 0.230 (.01)
DI-AR, 3 0.485 (.22) 0.112 (.01) 0.715 (.50) 0.318 (.01)
DI-AR, 4 0.473 (.22) 0.134 (.01) 0.710 (.49) 0.209 (.01)

Sentiment data only, N = 55
DI, BIC 0.889 (.77) 0.587 (.34) 0.891 (.79) 0.459 (.21)
DI-AR, BIC 0.426 (.18) 0.047 (.00) 0.724 (.52) 0.094 (.01)
DI-AR, 1 0.426 (.18) 0.047 (.00) 0.719 (.51) 0.094 (.01)
DI-AR, 2 0.430 (.19) 0.047 (.00) 0.710 (.49) 0.094 (.01)
DI-AR, 3 0.430 (.19) 0.047 (.00) 0.709 (.49) 0.094 (.01)
DI-AR, 4 0.431 (.19) 0.047 (.00) 0.709 (.49) 0.093 (.01)

MSE AR, 0.002 0.280 0.002 0.0001

Notes: The results are represented as the Relative Mean Square Error (MSE), where the AR(p) process with 0 ≤ p ≤ 6 chosen
by BIC is set as the baseline model. The chosen number of Diffusion indexes used in each model is represented by value of k.

Table 2: Forecasting Results for the 6-Month Horizon

Forecast method k GDP Balance of Payments Exchange Rate Unemployment Rate

Baselines, no sentiment, N = 132
AR 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
DI, BIC 0.853 (.73) 0.850 (.68) 0.936 (.88) 2.909 (8.17)
DI-AR, BIC 0.578 (.33) 0.208 (.01) 0.754 (.56) 1.071 (.60)

Full Dataset, N = 187
DI, BIC 0.805 (.66) 0.880 (.71) 0.936 (.88) 2.309 (5.05)
DI-AR, BIC 0.526 (.23) 0.084 (.01) 0.754 (.56) 0.686 (.07)

Full Dataset, p = BIC
DI-AR, 1 0.578 (.23) 0.084 (.01) 0.754 (.56) 0.686 (.07)
DI-AR, 2 0.567 (.25) 0.095 (.01) 0.739 (.53) 0.800 (.08)
DI-AR, 3 0.500 (.22) 0.174 (.01) 0.738 (.53) 1.117 (.13)
DI-AR, 4 0.486 (.22) 0.217 (.02) 0.735 (.52) 0.659 (.11)

Sentiment data only, N = 55
DI, BIC 0.765 (.57) 0.840 (.69) 0.933 (.87) 1.388 (1.93)
DI-AR, BIC 0.533 (.29) 0.072 (.01) 0.765 (.58) 0.284 (.08)
DI-AR, 1 0.533 (.29) 0.072 (.01) 0.766 (.58) 0.284 (.08)
DI-AR, 2 0.562 (.32) 0.071 (.01) 0.728 (.52) 0.285 (.08)
DI-AR, 3 0.566 (.33) 0.071 (.01) 0.728 (.52) 0.285 (.08)
DI-AR, 4 0.567 (.33) 0.072 (.01) 0.728 (.52) 0.287 (.08)

MSE AR, 0.002 0.280 0.002 0.0001

Notes: The results are represented as the Relative Mean Square Error (MSE), where the AR(p) process with 0 ≤ p ≤ 6 chosen
by BIC is set as the baseline model. The chosen number of Diffusion indexes used in each model is represented by value of k.

proves the performance by (0.673− 0.473 =) 20%. In this case it seems that the more factors were

used the better the prediction became. The estimator that used BIC for selecting k at each step

did not preform as well as when k was fixed. Similar result was obtained in the 6-month horizon
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where the model with 4 factors gave the best improvement of MSE when sentiment was included

in the dataset. In this case the improvement was 8.5%. However in the 12 month horizon we can

see that the improvements over benchmarks are not so significant. The model where the number

of factors is selected with BIC even underperformed when sentiment was used.

Table 3: Forecasting Results for the 12-Month Horizon

Forecast method k GDP Balance of Payments Exchange Rate Unemployment Rate

Baselines, no sentiment, N = 132
AR 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
DI, BIC 1.524 (2.28) 1.024 (1.02) 0.989 (.98) 5.212 (26.5)
DI-AR, BIC 1.190 (1.42) 0.262 (.01) 0.845 (.71) 2.201 (2.98)

Full Dataset, N = 187
DI, BIC 1.300 (1.68) 0.945 (.84) 0.989 (.98) 3.714 (12.5)
DI-AR, BIC 1.074 (1.05) 0.096 (.01) 0.845 (.71) 0.875 (.05)

Full Dataset, p = BIC
DI-AR, 1 0.933 (.65) 0.084 (.01) 0.845 (.71) 0.875 (.05)
DI-AR, 2 0.921 (.71) 0.097 (.01) 0.850 (.71) 1.073 (.06)
DI-AR, 3 0.918 (.78) 0.193 (.02) 0.850 (.71) 1.529 (.11)
DI-AR, 4 0.861 (.71) 0.251 (.02) 0.850 (.70) 0.780 (.09)

Sentiment data only, N = 55
DI, BIC 0.989 (.96) 0.752 (.57) 0.985 (.97) 1.246 (1.58)
DI-AR, BIC 1.078 (1.17) 0.067 (.00) 0.852 (.72) 0.189 (.04)
DI-AR, 1 1.078 (1.17) 0.067 (.00) 0.852 (.72) 0.189 (.04)
DI-AR, 2 1.103 (1.22) 0.066 (.00) 0.839 (.69) 0.189 (.04)
DI-AR, 3 1.110 (1.24) 0.066 (.00) 0.839 (.69) 0.189 (.04)
DI-AR, 4 1.111 (1.24) 0.067 (.00) 0.840 (.69) 0.193 (.04)

MSE AR, 0.002 0.280 0.002 0.0001

Notes: The results are represented as the Relative Mean Square Error (MSE), where the AR(p) process with 0 ≤ p ≤ 6 chosen
by BIC is set as the baseline model. The chosen number of Diffusion indexes used in each model is represented by value of k.

The improvement of the forecast for the Balance of Payments is greatest when DI-AR model

with 1 factor is considered. In comparison to the best benchmark (DI-AR), it improves the Relative

MSE by 5.7% in the 3-month horizon. However for the 12-month horizon including news indexes

actually decreases the performance of the models for this variables and leads us to conclude that

there is no benefit in adding news to the set of predictors. On the other hand the forecasts for

Exchange Rate do not present the same improvement. Overall the models do not outperform the

benchmark AR forecast, with exception of the DI forecasts. Including the news indexes does not

improve the forecasts and hence we conclude that the dynamics of this series cannot be explained

with these predictors. In contrast the forecasts of Unemployment rate do improve when we in-

clude news indexes. The DI-AR forecasts provide the best improvement for this time series. In

the 6-month horizon the best forecast is obtained by DI-AR with 3 factors, which improves the

forecasts of benchmark DI-AR for 33.1%. The 12-month horizon predictions, however, do not show

promising results. In this case the news indexes do not improve the forecasts.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

Overall the news indexes do seem to be relevant in shorter horizon, which is sensible as the

main advantage of these indexes is higher frequency than that of other predictors. Hence in short

run the dynamics of the Chinese economy could be better explained with news, but in longer

term the set of other predictors becomes more relevant.The largest improvement was obtained

in forecasting Unemployment rate, while the news sentiment did not improve forecasts for the

Exchange rates. Further extensions of this work include using nonlinear version of the dynamic

factor model. Additionally, in order to deal with the different frequency of the data, we used

cubic splines to interpolate the data. However algorithms that are capable of processing data with

different frequency directly could be used to see whether they would outperform our current setup.

Another approach towards tackling this problem arises from using machine learning methods on

the original dataset. In our next steps we will be looking in how methods such as Random Forest,

LASSO and it’s adaptive version, Ridge Regression and Ensemble methods (bagging, boosting)

could be used to obtain further improvements in not only forecasts of macro economic series, but

also discovering the drivers behind the movements. As a final step the non linear version of PCA will

be studied since the advances in neural networks allow us to obtain more complex representation

of dataset in lower dimensional space.
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A Appendix

A.1 Sentiment variables

The following list includes all of the sentiment indexes that were obtained from the Ravenpack

dataset. Since sentiment is determined for each news article separately and takes the value in

the set [−1, 1], our first preprocessing step was to aggregate the values of sentiment to a monthly

frequency.

• Acquisitions Mergers

• Aid

• Analyst Ratings

• Assets

• Balance Of Payments

• Bankruptcy

• Business Activity

• Civil Unrest

• Commodity Prices

• Consumption

• Corporate Responsibility

• Credit

• Credit Ratings

• Crime

• Dividends

• Domestic Product

• Earnings

• Economic Union

• Elections

• Employment

• Equity Actions

• Exploration

• Foreign Exchange

• Foreign Relations

• Government

• Health

• Housing

• Indexes

• Industrial Accidents

• Insider Trading

• Interest Rates

• Inventory

• Labour Issues

• Legal

• Marketing

• Migration

• Natural Disasters

• Order Imbalances

• Partnerships

• Pollution

• Price Targets

• Production

• Products Services

• Public Finance

• Public Opinion

• Regulatory

• Revenues

• Security

• Social Relations

• Stock Picks

• Stock Prices

• Taxes

• Technical Analysis

• Transportation

• War Conflict

A.2 Additional Forecast comparison

In order to preform further comparisons of the forecasting models, we also calculated the Rela-

tive MSE for all models relative to DI-AR model trained on only macroeconomic data. This gives

further insight into how sentiment adds values to the models.

A.3 Macroeconomic variables

The time series used in complement to sentiment variables to construct the diffusion indexes are

presented here. The abbreviations that were used for frequency and adjustment are: M = Monthly,

Q = Quarterly, A = Annual, SA = Seasonally Adjusted, NSA = Not Seasonally Adjusted. The

series were collected from OECD, IMF and FRED.
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Table 4: Sentiment statistics

Count Mean Std.Dev. Min 25% 50% 75% Max Median

Industrial-accidents 64357 -0.49 0.11 -1.00 -0.56 -0.46 -0.42 0.42 -0.46
Civil-unrest 68181 -0.49 0.23 -1.00 -0.66 -0.44 -0.44 0.32 -0.44
Investor-relations 17919 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Foreign-relations 175089 0.39 0.09 -0.46 0.40 0.40 0.41 0.52 0.40
Order-imbalances 188 0.19 0.50 -0.51 -0.51 0.50 0.61 0.61 0.50
Foreign-exchange 312103 0.04 0.47 -0.70 -0.49 0.00 0.49 0.64 0.00
Migration 722 0.13 0.32 -0.90 0.00 0.00 0.46 0.60 0.00
Price-targets 7469 0.03 0.69 -0.96 -0.80 0.46 0.74 0.94 0.46
Public-finance 16556 0.24 0.33 -0.62 0.00 0.43 0.43 0.92 0.43
Crime 14875 -0.24 0.19 -0.76 -0.30 -0.28 -0.22 0.84 -0.28
Employment 6631 0.12 0.39 -0.82 0.00 0.00 0.57 0.84 0.00
Bankruptcy 521 -0.76 0.02 -0.76 -0.76 -0.76 -0.76 -0.64 -0.76
Consumption 147277 -0.02 0.33 -0.80 -0.35 0.00 0.27 0.93 0.00
Products-services 381358 0.27 0.38 -0.96 0.00 0.44 0.52 1.00 0.44
Housing 24877 0.11 0.52 -0.96 -0.57 0.51 0.51 0.92 0.51
Legal 69701 -0.35 0.32 -0.96 -0.52 -0.52 -0.37 0.68 -0.52
Indexes 363 0.42 0.40 -0.57 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.58
Credit-ratings 11828 -0.18 0.44 -1.00 -0.61 -0.20 0.16 0.96 -0.20
Production 112622 0.00 0.52 -1.00 -0.57 0.00 0.56 0.97 0.00
Health 20216 -0.51 0.11 -0.96 -0.49 -0.49 -0.49 0.02 -0.49
Earnings 264055 0.11 0.42 -1.00 0.00 0.00 0.46 1.00 0.00
Dividends 32291 0.02 0.20 -0.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
Stock-picks 2116 0.39 0.40 -0.74 0.50 0.50 0.72 0.72 0.50
Inventory 5026 0.03 0.44 -0.84 -0.48 0.00 0.46 0.74 0.00
Stock-prices 411430 0.06 0.32 -0.84 -0.11 0.02 0.23 0.83 0.02
War-conflict 52409 -0.42 0.39 -1.00 -0.65 -0.58 -0.42 0.62 -0.58
Transportation 5213 -0.50 0.09 -0.94 -0.54 -0.54 -0.44 0.48 -0.54
Equity-actions 111665 0.25 0.43 -0.80 0.00 0.46 0.55 0.94 0.46
Government 156981 0.33 0.26 -0.76 0.31 0.32 0.54 0.61 0.32
Social-relations 12 0.49 0.00 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.49
Marketing 14491 0.02 0.08 -0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.36 0.00
Public-opinion 65 -0.21 0.34 -0.51 -0.51 -0.51 0.00 0.53 -0.51
Taxes 7635 0.10 0.34 -0.86 0.00 0.00 0.52 0.78 0.00
Economic-union 381 0.54 0.27 -0.71 0.51 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67
Natural-disasters 117319 -0.63 0.17 -0.98 -0.78 -0.59 -0.48 0.45 -0.59
Regulatory 14349 -0.30 0.23 -0.67 -0.47 -0.47 0.00 0.49 -0.47
Insider-trading 2128 -0.09 0.49 -0.58 -0.49 -0.48 0.52 0.52 -0.48
Interest-rates 108685 0.06 0.61 -0.92 -0.64 0.36 0.60 0.94 0.36
Acquisitions-mergers 113528 0.42 0.25 -0.66 0.22 0.55 0.62 0.84 0.55
Corporate-responsibility 347 0.26 0.01 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.31 0.26
Balance-of-payments 278023 0.06 0.47 -1.00 -0.42 0.00 0.46 0.98 0.00
Domestic-product 631021 -0.12 0.46 -1.00 -0.62 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
Business-activity 641 -0.04 0.54 -0.69 -0.57 0.00 0.58 0.76 0.00
Labor-issues 36438 0.00 0.52 -0.90 -0.57 0.38 0.53 0.64 0.38
Assets 123847 0.21 0.34 -0.78 0.00 0.41 0.41 0.80 0.41
Technical-analysis 108902 0.09 0.39 -0.60 -0.43 0.42 0.45 0.45 0.42
Elections 7094 0.32 0.33 -0.60 0.00 0.46 0.67 0.68 0.46
Commodity-prices 11272 0.00 0.44 -0.80 -0.45 0.20 0.45 0.81 0.20
Analyst-ratings 16099 0.10 0.68 -0.99 -0.58 0.34 0.94 0.95 0.34
Credit 36120 0.16 0.33 -0.82 0.00 0.00 0.48 0.76 0.00
Exploration 1376 0.48 0.33 -0.57 0.51 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61
Aid 2361 0.32 0.18 -0.52 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.46 0.34
Security 40232 -0.60 0.21 -1.00 -0.65 -0.65 -0.55 0.48 -0.65
Revenues 82624 0.21 0.39 -0.84 0.00 0.00 0.58 1.00 0.00
Partnerships 70475 0.47 0.13 -0.46 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.70 0.49
Pollution 15061 -0.45 0.17 -0.92 -0.56 -0.42 -0.36 0.66 -0.42
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Table 5: Forecasting Results with DIAR as relative measure, 3-, 6- and 12-Month Horizon

GDP Balance of Payments Exchange Rate Unemployment Rate

Forecast method Rel. MSE α̂ Rel. MSE α̂ Rel. MSE α̂ Rel. MSE α̂

A. Horizon 3 months
Benchmark model, no news, N = 132
DIAR, 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
DI, 1.945 0.265 6.333 0.078 1.238 0.197 2.613 0.036
Full Dataset, k = BIC, N = 187
DI, 1.707 0.315 5.813 0.081 1.238 0.196 2.131 0.163
DI-AR, 0.786 0.980 0.535 0.778 1.000 142.5 0.610 0.854
Full Dataset, m = 1, p = BIC, k fixed
DI-AR, k = 1, 0.770 0.804 0.519 0.787 1.000 142.5 0.610 0.854
DI-AR, k = 2, 0.751 0.852 0.562 0.792 0.997 1.167 0.685 0.747
DI-AR, k = 3, 0.720 1.099 0.950 0.540 0.995 1.573 0.948 0.537
DI-AR, k = 4, 0.703 1.118 1.135 0.387 0.988 2.693 0.624 0.846

MSE DIAR, 0.002 0.033 0.001 0.0001

B. Horizon 6 months
Benchmark model, no news, N = 132
DIAR, 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
DI, 1.475 0.376 4.081 0.148 1.240 0.181 2.715 0.016
Full Dataset, k = BIC, N = 187
DI, 1.391 0.396 4.228 0.127 1.240 0.180 2.155 0.150
DI-AR, 0.910 0.708 0.405 0.883 1.000 115.038 0.641 0.819
Full Dataset, m = 1, p = BIC, k fixed
DI-AR, k = 1, 0.999 0.501 0.406 0.876 1.000 115.038 0.641 0.819
DI-AR, k = 2, 0.980 0.529 0.455 0.896 0.979 2.874 0.746 0.691
DI-AR, k = 3, 0.864 0.786 0.835 0.648 0.979 2.926 1.043 0.467
DI-AR, k = 4, 0.840 0.853 1.044 0.459 0.974 2.973 0.615 0.869

MSE DIAR, 0.002 0.038 0.002 0.0001

C. Horizon 12 months
Benchmark model, no news, N = 132
DIAR, 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
DI, 1.281 0.403 3.912 0.150 1.170 0.268 2.368 -0.185
Full Dataset, k = BIC, N = 187
DI, 1.093 0.463 3.609 0.151 1.169 0.267 1.688 0.180
DI-AR, 0.903 0.630 0.367 0.880 1.000 25.815 0.398 0.955
Full Dataset, m = 1, p = BIC, k fixed
DI-AR, k = 1, 0.784 0.689 0.321 0.900 1.000 25.815 0.398 0.955
DI-AR, k = 2, 0.775 0.704 0.369 0.964 1.005 -1.024 0.488 0.839
DI-AR, k = 3, 0.771 0.781 0.735 0.749 1.005 -0.988 0.695 0.705
DI-AR, k = 4, 0.724 0.839 0.960 0.545 1.005 -0.247 0.354 1.016

MSE DIAR, 0.003 0.053 0.002 0.0001
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Table 6: Alpha for model trained only on sentiment versus various other models, 3-, 6- and 12-Month Horizon

GDP Balance of Payments Exchange Rates Unemployment Rate

News vs DI, h=3 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00
News+AR vs DI+AR, h=3 1.00 0.79 0.00 1.00
News vs DI+AR, h=3 0.40 0.11 0.20 0.40
News+AR vs DI, h=3 0.82 1.00 0.80 0.99
News vs AR, h=3 0.58 1.00 1.00 1.00
News+AR vs DI+AR, k = 1, h=3 1.00 0.91 1.00 1.00
News+AR vs DI+AR, k = 2, h=3 1.00 0.94 1.00 1.00
News+AR vs DI+AR, k = 3, h=3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
News+AR vs DI+AR, k = 4, h=3 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.85

News vs DI, h=6 0.77 0.54 1.00 1.00
News+AR vs DI+AR, h=6 0.68 0.82 0.00 0.95
News vs DI+AR, h=6 0.41 0.15 0.18 0.43
News+AR vs DI, h=6 0.64 0.96 0.79 0.98
News vs AR, h=6 0.83 0.90 1.00 0.05
News+AR vs DI+AR, k = 1, h=6 0.00 0.91 1.00 0.82
News+AR vs DI+AR, k = 2, h=6 0.00 0.95 1.00 0.80
News+AR vs DI+AR, k = 3, h=6 0.22 0.95 1.00 0.83
News+AR vs DI+AR, k = 4, h=6 0.21 0.95 1.00 0.66

News vs DI, h=12 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
News+AR vs DI+AR, h=12 0.65 0.84 -0.00 1.00
News vs DI+AR, h=12 0.57 0.24 0.27 0.67
News+AR vs DI, h=12 0.61 1.00 0.71 1.00
News vs AR, h=12 0.55 1.00 1.00 0.00
News+AR vs DI+AR, k = 1, h=12 1.00 0.90 0.57 0.90
News+AR vs DI+AR, k = 2, h=12 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.98
News+AR vs DI+AR, k = 3, h=12 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
News+AR vs DI+AR, k = 4, h=12 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00
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Table 7: Macroeconomic variables and their details

1.) Code Description Units Frequency Adjusted Last updated

2.) BSCICP03CNM665S
Business Tendency Surveys for Manufacturing: Confidence

Indicators: Composite Indicators: OECD Indicator for China

Normalised

(Normal = 100)
M SA 2017-11-30

3.) CCRETT01CNM661N
Real Effective Exchange Rates Based on Manufacturing Consumer

Price Index for China
Index 2010=1.00 M NSA 2017-11-30

4.) CCUSMA02CNM618N
National Currency to US Dollar Exchange Rate: Average of Daily

Rates for China

National Currency

Units per US $
M NSA 2017-11-30

5.) CCUSSP02CNM650N National Currency to US Dollar Spot Exchange Rate for China
US $ per National

Currency Units
M NSA 2017-11-30

6.) CHNCPIALLMINMEI Consumer Price Index: All Items for China Index 2010=100 M NSA 2017-11-30

7.) CHNREC
OECD based Recession Indicators for China from the Period

following the Peak through the Trough
+1 or 0 M NSA 2017-11-09

8.) CHNRECM
OECD based Recession Indicators for China from the Peak

through the Trough
+1 or 0 M NSA 2017-11-09

9.) CHNRECP
OECD based Recession Indicators for China from the Peak

through the Period preceding the Trough
+1 or 0 M NSA 2017-11-09

10.) CPALTT01CNM657N Consumer Price Index: Total All Items for China
Growth Rate

Previous Period
M NSA 2017-11-30

11.) CPALTT01CNM659N Consumer Price Index: Total All Items for China

Growth Rate Same

Period Previous

Yr.

M NSA 2017-11-30

12.) CPGDFD01CNM661N
Consumer Price Index: Total Food Including Restaurants for

China
Index 2010=1.00 M NSA 2017-11-30

13.) CSCICP02CNM460S

Consumer Opinion Surveys: Confidence Indicators: Composite

Indicators: European Commission and National Indicators for

China

Net % M SA 2017-11-30

14.) CSCICP03CNM665S
Consumer Opinion Surveys: Confidence Indicators: Composite

Indicators: OECD Indicator for China

Normalised

(Normal = 100)
M SA 2017-11-30

15.) EXPCH U.S. Exports of Goods by F.A.S. Basis to China Mainland Mil. of $ M NSA 2017-11-03

16.) IMPCH U.S. Imports of Goods by Customs Basis from China Mil. of $ M NSA 2017-11-03

17.) MABMM301CNM189S M3 for China National Currency M SA 2017-11-30

18.) MABMM301CNM657S M3 for China
Growth Rate

Previous Period
M SA 2017-12-01

19.) MANMM101CNM189S M1 for China National Currency M SA 2017-12-01

20.) MANMM101CNM657S M1 for China
Growth Rate

Previous Period
M SA 2017-11-30

21.) NBCNBIS Broad Effective Exchange Rate for China Index 2010=100 M NSA 2017-11-16

22.) RBCNBIS Real Broad Effective Exchange Rate for China Index 2010=100 M NSA 2017-11-16

23.) SPASTT01CNM657N Total Share Prices for All Shares for China
Growth Rate

Previous Period
M NSA 2017-11-30

24.) SPASTT01CNM661N Total Share Prices for All Shares for China Index 2010=1.00 M NSA 2017-11-30

25.) TRESEGCNM052N Total Reserves excluding Gold for China $ M NSA 2017-10-02

26.) TRESEGCNM194N Total Reserves excluding Gold for China
Special Drawing

Rights
M NSA 2017-10-02

27.) XTEITT01CNM156N Ratio of Exports to Imports for China % M NSA 2017-11-30

28.) XTEITT01CNM156S Ratio of Exports to Imports for China % M SA 2017-11-30

29.) XTEXVA01CNM657S Exports: Value Goods for China
Growth Rate

Previous Period
M SA 2017-11-30

30.) XTEXVA01CNM659S Exports: Value Goods for China

Growth Rate Same

Period Previous

Yr.

M SA 2017-11-30

31.) XTEXVA01CNM664S Exports: Value Goods for China National currency M SA 2017-11-30

32.) XTEXVA01CNM667N Exports: Value Goods for China US $ M NSA 2017-11-30

33.) XTEXVA01CNM667S Exports: Value Goods for China US $ M SA 2017-11-30

34.) XTIMVA01CNM657S Imports: Value Goods for China
Growth Rate

Previous Period
M SA 2017-11-30

35.) XTIMVA01CNM659S Imports: Value Goods for China

Growth Rate Same

Period Previous

Yr.

M SA 2017-11-30

36.) XTIMVA01CNM664S Imports: Value Goods for China National currency M SA 2017-11-30

37.) XTIMVA01CNM667N Imports: Value Goods for China US $ M NSA 2017-11-30

38.) XTIMVA01CNM667S Imports: Value Goods for China US $ M SA 2017-11-30

39.) XTNTVA01CNM664S Net Trade: Value Goods for China National currency M SA 2017-11-30

40.) XTNTVA01CNM667N Net Trade: Value Goods for China US $ M NSA 2017-11-30

41.) XTNTVA01CNM667S Net Trade: Value Goods for China US $ M SA 2017-11-30

42.) CCRETT01CNQ661N
Real Effective Exchange Rates Based on Manufacturing Consumer

Price Index for China
Index 2010=1.00 Q NSA 2017-11-30

43.) CCUSMA02CNQ618N
National Currency to US Dollar Exchange Rate: Average of Daily

Rates for China

National Currency

Units per US $
Q NSA 2017-12-01

44.) CCUSSP02CNQ650N National Currency to US Dollar Spot Exchange Rate for China
US $ per National

Currency Units
Q NSA 2017-12-01

45.) CHNCPIALLQINMEI Consumer Price Index: All Items for China Index 2010=100 Q NSA 2017-12-01

46.) CHNGDPNQDSMEI Current Price Gross Domestic Product in China
Bil. of Chinese

Yuans
Q SA 2017-12-01

47.) CPALTT01CNQ657N Consumer Price Index: Total All Items for China
Growth Rate

Previous Period
Q NSA 2017-12-01

48.) CPALTT01CNQ659N Consumer Price Index: Total All Items for China

Growth Rate Same

Period Previous

Yr.

Q NSA 2017-12-01

49.) CPGDFD01CNQ661N
Consumer Price Index: Total Food Including Restaurants for

China
Index 2010=1.00 Q NSA 2017-12-01

50.) IDS1MNIAOAICN
Amount Outstanding Due within One Year of International Debt

Securities for All Issuers, Nationality of Issuer in China
Mil. of US $ Q NSA 2017-09-18
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51.) IDS1YMAORIAICN
Amount Outstanding Due within One Year of International Debt

Securities for All Issuers, Residence of Issuer in China
Mil. of US $ Q NSA 2017-09-18

52.) IDS1YMAORIGGCN

Amount Outstanding Due within One Year of International Debt

Securities for General Government Sector, Residence of Issuer in

China

Mil. of US $ Q NSA 2017-09-18

53.) IDS1YMAORINCCN

Amount Outstanding Due within One Year of International Debt

Securities for Non-financial Corporations Sector, Residence of

Issuer in China

Mil. of US $ Q NSA 2017-09-18

54.) IDSAMRIAOCN
Amount Outstanding of International Debt Securities for All

Issuers, All Maturities, Residence of Issuer in China
Mil. of US $ Q NSA 2017-09-18

55.) IDSAMRINICN
Net Issues of International Debt Securities for All Issuers, All

Maturities, Residence of Issuer in China
Mil. of US $ Q NSA 2017-09-18

56.) IDSGAMNIAOCN
Amounts Outstanding of International Debt Securities for All

Issuers, All Maturities, Nationality of Issuer in China
Mil. of US $ Q NSA 2017-09-18

57.) IDSGAMNINICN
Net Issues of International Debt Securities for All Issuers, All

Maturities, Nationality of Issuer in China
Mil. of US $ Q NSA 2017-09-18

58.) IDSGAMRIAOCN

Amount Outstanding of International Debt Securities for Issuers

in General Government Sector, All Maturities, Residence of Issuer

in China

Mil. of US $ Q NSA 2017-09-18

59.) IDSGAMRINICN
Net Issues of International Debt Securities for Issuers in General

Government Sector, All Maturities, Residence of Issuer in China
Mil. of US $ Q NSA 2017-09-18

60.) IDSNFAMRIAOCN

Amount Outstanding of International Debt Securities for Issuers

in Non-Financial Corporations (Corporate Issuers), All

Maturities, Residence of Issuer in China

Mil. of US $ Q NSA 2017-09-18

61.) IDSNFAMRINICN

Net Issues of International Debt Securities for Issuers in

Non-Financial Corporations (Corporate Issuers), All Maturities,

Residence of Issuer in China

Mil. of US $ Q NSA 2017-09-18

62.) IRSTCB01CNQ156N
Immediate Rates: Less than 24 Hours: Central Bank Rates for

China
% Q NSA 2017-12-01

63.) IRSTCI01CNQ156N
Immediate Rates: Less than 24 Hours: Call Money/Interbank

Rate for China
% Q NSA 2017-12-01

64.) MABMM301CNQ189S M3 for China National Currency Q SA 2017-12-01

65.) MABMM301CNQ657S M3 for China
Growth Rate

Previous Period
Q SA 2017-12-01

66.) MANMM101CNQ189S M1 for China National Currency Q SA 2017-12-01

67.) MANMM101CNQ657S M1 for China
Growth Rate

Previous Period
Q SA 2017-12-01

68.) PRENEL01CNQ656N Total Electricity Production for China Gigawatt Hours Q NSA 2017-12-01

69.) PRINTO01CNQ663N Total Industry Production Excluding Construction for China

Index Same Period

Previous Yr. =

1.00

Q NSA 2017-12-01

70.) SLRTTO02CNQ189N Value of Total Retail Trade sales for China National Currency Q NSA 2017-12-01

71.) SLRTTO02CNQ189S Value of Total Retail Trade sales for China National Currency Q SA 2017-12-01

72.) SPASTT01CNQ657N Total Share Prices for All Shares for China
Growth Rate

Previous Period
Q NSA 2017-10-17

73.) SPASTT01CNQ661N Total Share Prices for All Shares for China Index 2010=1.00 Q NSA 2017-10-17

74.) XTEITT01CNQ156N Ratio of Exports to Imports for China % Q NSA 2017-12-01

75.) XTEITT01CNQ156S Ratio of Exports to Imports for China % Q SA 2017-12-01

76.) XTEXVA01CNQ657S Exports: Value Goods for China
Growth Rate

Previous Period
Q SA 2017-12-01

77.) XTEXVA01CNQ659S Exports: Value Goods for China

Growth Rate Same

Period Previous

Yr.

Q SA 2017-12-01

78.) XTEXVA01CNQ664S Exports: Value Goods for China
National currency,

Monthly Level
Q SA 2017-12-01

79.) XTEXVA01CNQ667N Exports: Value Goods for China
US $, Monthly

Level
Q NSA 2017-12-01

80.) XTEXVA01CNQ667S Exports: Value Goods for China
US $, Monthly

Level
Q SA 2017-12-01

81.) XTIMVA01CNQ657S Imports: Value Goods for China
Growth Rate

Previous Period
Q SA 2017-12-01

82.) XTIMVA01CNQ659S Imports: Value Goods for China

Growth Rate Same

Period Previous

Yr.

Q SA 2017-12-01

83.) XTIMVA01CNQ664S Imports: Value Goods for China
National currency,

Monthly Level
Q SA 2017-12-01

84.) XTIMVA01CNQ667N Imports: Value Goods for China
US $, Monthly

Level
Q NSA 2017-12-01

85.) XTIMVA01CNQ667S Imports: Value Goods for China
US $, Monthly

Level
Q SA 2017-12-01

86.) XTNTVA01CNQ664S Net Trade: Value Goods for China
National currency,

Monthly Level
Q SA 2017-12-01

87.) XTNTVA01CNQ667N Net Trade: Value Goods for China
US $, Monthly

Level
Q NSA 2017-12-01

88.) XTNTVA01CNQ667S Net Trade: Value Goods for China
US $, Monthly

Level
Q SA 2017-12-01

89.) CCRETT01CNA661N
Real Effective Exchange Rates Based on Manufacturing Consumer

Price Index for China
Index 2010=1.00 A NSA 2017-10-17

90.) CCUSMA02CNA618N
National Currency to US Dollar Exchange Rate: Average of Daily

Rates for China

National Currency

Units per US $
A NSA 2017-04-18

91.) CCUSSP02CNA650N National Currency to US Dollar Spot Exchange Rate for China
US $ per National

Currency Units
A NSA 2017-04-18

92.) CHNCPIALLAINMEI Consumer Price Index: All Items for China Index 2010=100 A NSA 2017-04-20

93.) CHNGDPNADSMEI Current Price Gross Domestic Product in China
Bil. of Chinese

Yuans
A NSA 2017-04-20

94.) CPALTT01CNA657N Consumer Price Index: Total All Items for China
Growth Rate

Previous Period
A NSA 2017-04-20
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95.) CPALTT01CNA659N Consumer Price Index: Total All Items for China

Growth Rate Same

Period Previous

Yr.

A NSA 2017-04-18

96.) CPGDFD01CNA661N
Consumer Price Index: Total Food Including Restaurants for

China
Index 2010=1.00 A NSA 2017-04-18

97.) FPCPITOTLZGCHN Inflation, consumer prices for China % A NSA 2017-05-01

98.) IRSTCB01CNA156N
Immediate Rates: Less than 24 Hours: Central Bank Rates for

China
% A NSA 2017-04-18

99.) IRSTCI01CNA156N
Immediate Rates: Less than 24 Hours: Call Money/Interbank

Rate for China
% A NSA 2017-04-18

100.) MABMM301CNA189S M3 for China National Currency A NSA 2017-05-25

101.) MABMM301CNA657S M3 for China
Growth Rate

Previous Period
A NSA 2017-05-25

102.) MANMM101CNA189S M1 for China National Currency A NSA 2017-05-25

103.) MANMM101CNA657S M1 for China
Growth Rate

Previous Period
A NSA 2017-05-25

104.) MKTGDPCNA646NWDB Gross Domestic Product for China Current $ A NSA 2017-07-07

105.) MKTGNICNA646NWDB Gross National Income for China Current $ A NSA 2017-07-07

106.) NYGDPPCAPKDCHN Constant GDP per capita for China 2010 U.S. $ A NSA 2017-07-07

107.) PCAGDPCNA646NWDB Gross Domestic Product Per Capita for China Current $ A NSA 2017-07-07

108.) POPTOTCNA647NWDB Population, Total for China Persons A NSA 2017-07-07

109.) PRENEL01CNA656N Total Electricity Production for China Gigawatt Hours A NSA 2017-04-19

110.) PRINTO01CNA663N Total Industry Production Excluding Construction for China

Index Same Period

Previous Yr. =

1.00

A NSA 2017-04-19

111.) SLRTTO02CNA189N Value of Total Retail Trade sales for China National Currency A NSA 2017-04-17

112.) SLRTTO02CNA189S Value of Total Retail Trade sales for China National Currency A NSA 2017-04-17

113.) SPASTT01CNA657N Total Share Prices for All Shares for China
Growth Rate

Previous Period
A NSA 2017-04-17

114.) SPASTT01CNA661N Total Share Prices for All Shares for China Index 2010=1.00 A NSA 2017-04-17

115.) SPPOP65UPTOZSCHN Population ages 65 and above for China % of Total A NSA 2017-09-18

116.) XTEITT01CNA156N Ratio of Exports to Imports for China % A NSA 2017-10-17

117.) XTEITT01CNA156S Ratio of Exports to Imports for China % A NSA 2017-10-17

118.) XTEXVA01CNA657S Exports: Value Goods for China
Growth Rate

Previous Period
A NSA 2017-10-17

119.) XTEXVA01CNA659S Exports: Value Goods for China

Growth Rate Same

Period Previous

Yr.

A NSA 2017-10-17

120.) XTEXVA01CNA664S Exports: Value Goods for China
National currency,

Monthly Level
A NSA 2017-10-17

121.) XTEXVA01CNA667N Exports: Value Goods for China
US $, Monthly

Level
A NSA 2017-10-17

122.) XTEXVA01CNA667S Exports: Value Goods for China
US $, Monthly

Level
A NSA 2017-10-17

123.) XTIMVA01CNA657S Imports: Value Goods for China
Growth Rate

Previous Period
A NSA 2017-10-17

124.) XTIMVA01CNA659S Imports: Value Goods for China

Growth Rate Same

Period Previous

Yr.

A NSA 2017-10-17

125.) XTIMVA01CNA664S Imports: Value Goods for China
National currency,

Monthly Level
A NSA 2017-10-17

126.) XTIMVA01CNA667N Imports: Value Goods for China
US $, Monthly

Level
A NSA 2017-10-17

127.) XTIMVA01CNA667S Imports: Value Goods for China
US $, Monthly

Level
A NSA 2017-10-17

128.) XTNTVA01CNA664S Net Trade: Value Goods for China
National currency,

Monthly Level
A NSA 2017-10-17

129.) XTNTVA01CNA667N Net Trade: Value Goods for China
US $, Monthly

Level
A NSA 2017-10-17

130.) XTNTVA01CNA667S Net Trade: Value Goods for China
US $, Monthly

Level
A NSA 2017-10-17

131.)
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Abstract

We study how unusualness of news and homogeneity of media coverage impact the stock market.
Unusualness of news is measured by entropy, as proposed by Mamaysky and Glasserman (2016)
and Calomiris and Mamaysky (2018), and homogeneity of media coverage is measured by average
textual similarity of a (time-varying) pool of news articles. Over the horizons ranging from one
day to four weeks, neither unusualness nor homogeneity is found to predict abnormal return or
abnormal turnover. On the other hand, higher unusualness and homogeneity are found to signal
higher risk as measured by realized beta in relatively longer horizon.
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1 Introduction

In this report we summarize empirical results about our recent work that seeks to unveil how

unusualness of news and homogeneity of media coverage impact the stock market. Previous re-

searchers have paid few attention to both attributes; they tend to focus on count of news items

and sentiment expressed by journalists.

1.1 Related Literature

To better appreciate the difference between our work and the extant literature, we have a brief

review on some leading work. The readers are referred to Loughran and McDonald (2016) for an

synthetic review.

Outstanding examples of alternative measure built on textual data include sentiment1 and item

count. Sentiment measure seek to gauge the tone of a text. Das and Chen (2007) employ five

classifiers together with a voting scheme to extract small investor sentiment from Yahoo! finance

message boards. Tetlock (2007) utilizes principal component analysis to extract the most important

semantic component from the “Abreast of the Market” column of Wall street journal. Tetlock et al.

(2008) measure sentiment with the fraction of negative words in DJNS and WSJ stories about S&P

500 firms. Similar measure is adopted by Garciá (2013) in his analysis of columns of New York

Times. Loughran and McDonald (2011) gauge the tone of 10-K filings with a lexicon customized for

financial applications. Their lexicon soon prevails and has been used extensively in the literature.

For instance, Chen et al. (2014) count the fraction of negative words in Seeking Alpha articles and

comments using the lexicon of Loughran and McDonald (2011). The recent work of Zhang et al.

(2016) consider tonal measures produced by three different lexicons.

Unusualness of news is another under explored field of textual news data. Unusualness refers

to journalists’ usage of unusual or unconventional phrases in composition of news stories. It is

likely to be caused by change in the state of affairs about a stock or even climate change of the

macro economy. Hence unusualness has the potential of presaging magnified risk and turnover.

Unusualness is brought to our attention by Mamaysky and Glasserman (2016) and Calomiris and

Mamaysky (2018). The former paper studies whether unusualness help in prediction of market

stress while the latter includes unusualness along with other measures drawn from news data in

forecasting return and risk of global markets. An unstitched seam of the aforementioned work lies

in the predictive power of unusualness over relatively short horizons. Mamaysky and Glasserman

(2016) mainly consider volatility forecasting at the monthly level, and we would like to know if

1It is worthy of mention that sentiment extraction is not confined to textual news data. A salient example is
the Consumer Sentiment Index published by University of Michigan, which is based on telephone interview made
with 500 households. Research towered on this index is fruitful. See, inter alia, Christiansen et al. (2014) and many
references therein. Some researchers also use economic variables to gauge sentiment. For instance, Baker and Wurgler
(2006) argue that the close-end fund discount, NYSE share turnover, the number and average first-day returns on
IPOs, the equity share in new issues, and the dividend premium can be used to gauge sentiment. Kaplanski and Levy
(2010) use implied volatility as a proxy for investors’ sentiment. We should also point out the absence of unequivocal
definition of sentiment in the literature, and at times researches might use different terminologies, e.g. the bullishness
index of Antweiler and Frank (2004), that resemble sentiment conceptually
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their conclusion carries over to daily and weekly horizons.

To gauge homogeneity of stories dispersed by the media, we use the average of semantic similar-

ities of a (running) pool of articles. Loughran and McDonald (2016) summarize some applications

of semantic similarity measures in the realm of finance and accounting (under the rubric “document

similarity”). Tetlock (2011) studies how investors react to stale news, where his staleness measure

is defined as an article’s textual similarity to its ten preceding stories about the same firm. Hanley

and Hoberg (2010) use cosine similarity to measure the textual difference between IPO prospec-

tuses. Cosine similarity also finds its usage in Hoberg and Phillips (2010), who use in addition

two variants of cosine similarity in evaluating textual similarity of product descriptions in 10-Ks.

Calomiris and Mamaysky (2018) build term-document matrices and categorize words in financial

news therewith.

1.2 Contributions

The present paper seeks to enrich the extant literature along several dimensions. We scrutinize

whether unusualness and homogeneity help to predict return, risk and turnover of stocks. In partic-

ular, we focus on the triplet of abnormal return, realized beta and abnormal turnover. We employ

a fixed-effect panel regression model to assess the predictive power of unusualness and homogeneity

in forecasting the triplet. Our present results show that both unusualness and homogeneity cannot

predict abnormal return, but they do contain some information about future risk and turnover of

the stock, especially when the horizon stretches to three weeks or four weeks.

As pointed out by Loughran and McDonald (2016), textual studies in finance must stress the

transparency and replicability of the results. In favour of their propaganda, we make efforts to

give clear exposition on all procedures in case the readers get dismayed. In addition, our computer

programs will be publicized on github once the paper gets finalized. The raw data, however, need

to be acquired by the readers themselves. Acquisition of the API key for retrieving news articles,

for example, is illustrated on EventRegistry’s website. We would also like to point out that with

EventRegistry’s well-organized database, it should be straightforward to adapt our programs to

analyse other aspects of textual data in finance.

The remainder of this report is structured according to a customary template. Composition of

the datasets and construction of the textual measures are described in section 2. Summary statistics

and regression results can be found in section 3. Our present results are not comprehensive enough

and some planned work are collected in section 4. Section 5 concludes by summarizing the findings

and propose future directions. Detailed elucidation of data processing, construction of unusualness

and homogeneity measures and software usage are collected in the supplementary appendix.
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2 Data and Methodology

2.1 Stock Data

Tickers of the stocks we consider in empirical analysis are displayed in Table 1. We retrieve

transaction prices and volumes (measured as shares transacted) of these stocks from the NYSE’s

Transactions And Quotes (TAQ) database. We consider in addition the ETF SPDR S&P 500,

also known as SPY, which closely tracks the S&P 500 index. High frequency data are used since

we would like to quantify risk with the more informative realized measures. The data spans from

January 1st 2014 through December 31st 2016, covering 1,096 calendar days and 756 trading days

respectively. All downloaded raw data are cleaned following the procedures advocated by Barndorff-

Nielsen et al. (2009), except that we do not implement their rule T4 for removing “outliers”. For

readers’ convenience the cleaning procedures are reproduced in Appendix A.

Table 1: Ticker symbols and EventRegistry concepts for news retrieval

Ticker Concept Sector Primary Listing

AIG American International Group Financials NYSE

BA Boeing Industrials NYSE

BAC Bank Of America Financials NYSE

C Citigroup Financials NYSE

CAT Caterpillar Industrials NYSE

CVX Chevron Energy NYSE

DIS The Walt Disney Company Consumer Discretionary NYSE

GE General Electric Industrials NYSE

HD The Home Depot Consumer Discretionary NYSE

IBM IBM Information Technology NYSE

INTC Intel Information Technology NASDAQ

JNJ Johnson & Johnson Health Care NYSE

JPM JPMorgan Chase Financials NYSE

KO Coca-Cola Consumer Staples NYSE

MCD Mcdonald’s Consumer Discretionary NYSE

MSFT Microsoft Information Technology NASDAQ

PG Procter & Gamble Consumer Staples NYSE

T AT & T Telecommunication Services NYSE

UTX United Technologies Industrials NYSE

VZ Verizonmmunications Telecommunication Services NYSE

WMT Walmart Consumer Staples NYSE

XOM Exxon Mobil Energy NYSE

Our empirical analysis focuses on the relations among textual news measures, return, risk and

volume. Return in this paper refers to close-to-close returns expressed in percentage. Abnormal

return of stock-j on day-t (denoted by AR
(j)
t ) is defined as its raw close-to-close return from day-
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(t− 1) to day-t subtracted by that of SPY2. Risk of a stock is measured by realized beta, which is

the ratio of the stock’s realized covariance with SPY to SPY’s realized volatility. More explicitly,

from 9:45 a.m. EST on we sample transaction prices sampled every 25 minutes, and let r
(j)
t,i and

r
(SPY )
t,i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) denote respectively the i-th 25-minute intraday returns of firm j and SPY on

day-t. The resulting realized beta of firm j on date t is hence given by

Rβ
(j)
t ≡

Rcov
(j)
t

RV
(SPY )
t

≡
∑n

i=1 r
(j)
t,i r

(SPY )
t,i∑n

i=1(r
(SPY )
t,i )2

(1)

The formulation entails that realized beta varies from day to day. Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard

(2004) provide econometrics insight into realized beta in an ”in-fill” asymptotics setting (i.e. the

setting of ever-fining sampling frequency). Patton and Verardo (2012) investigate how realized betas

move with news and conclude that realized beta tend to increase on earnings announcement days,

but revert to their average levels afterwards. The relative sparse sampling frequency 25 minutes

strikes a balance between finite-sample measurement error and market microstructure noises. At

the highest frequencies, realized volatility of SPY tends to be biased by microstructure noises;

the volatility signature plots in Hansen and Lunde (2006) vividly depict the potential bias. To

mitigate the problem, a rule-of-thumb is to sample less frequently, say every 5 minutes3. However,

the presence of covariance in (1) calls forth further concerns about the “Epps effect”(Epps (1979);

Hayashi et al. (2005); Zhang (2011)). Realized covariance of SPY and a stock whose transaction

is infrequent relative to SPY is biased toward zero as sampling frequency increases, which dictates

sparser sampling. Patton and Verardo (2012) sample every 25 minutes and here we follow their

suggestion. Finally, volume is measured by number of shares transacted a day. The abnormal

turnover of stock-j on day-t, denoted by AT
(j)
t , is defined as its logarithmic volume on day-t

subtracted by average of its logarithmic volume from day-(t− 5) to day-(t− 1) (Tetlock (2011)).

2.2 Textual news data

The textual news data used in our empirical analysis, which cover the same period as the stock

data, are supplied by EventRegistry. EventRegistry is a repository of events: The events are auto-

matically identified by analysing news articles collected from numerous sources around the world.

The collection is done by dint of the Newsfeed service which monitors RSS feeds of about 100,000

news outlets globally. Whenever a new article is detected in the RSS feed, the Newsfeed service

downloads all available information about the article and passes it to EventRegistry’s internal sys-

tem which groups articles according to the events they allude to. The system also tags each article

with all concepts mentioned therein (to be explained soon). On average EventRegistry captures

2Many previous work define abnormal return as raw return minus the return on the CRSP value-weighted index
(e.g. Tetlock (2011) and Chen et al. (2014)). This return series is highly correlated with the return series of SPY
(with correlation coefficient almost up to 0.9) and our conclusions are not affected by the choice of benchmark return
series.

3For estimation of volatility, or more precisely, quadratic variation, “5-minute” is supported by the extensive
empirical analysis of Liu et al. (2015). But their results do not stretch to covariance estimation.
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about 200,000 news articles a day, which are written in various languages, with English, Spanish

and German being the most prominent ones. EventRegistry is indeed featured by its cross-lingual

event-classification system. However, for our purpose we mainly download news articles stored

by EventRegistry and do not exploit any further functionality. For more detailed introduction to

EventRegistry, see Leban et al. (2014) and Rupnik et al. (2016).

We now elaborate how we filter and download the articles. Less patient readers may check

Appendix A, in which we give a concise summary of the procedures. To download news articles

from EventRegistry we make use of the python package eventregistry4. Download requires

user-specific API key whose acquisition is elaborated on EventRegistry’s website. Key options

for customizing download include concepts, news sources and language. Concepts of an article

comprehends both concrete entities and abstract ideas that have entries on Wikipedia. For instance,

in the article titled “Markets slide on news: Trump is cancelling North Korea summit” and released

by NBC news, leading concepts include but not limited to “Donald J. Trump”, “Kim Jong-un”,

“North Korea”, “Market”, “Singapore” (the place where the summit was planned to hold) and so

forth. In order to retrieve articles about a given stock, we need to find its corresponding concept

(typically the company’s name) registered in EventRegistry. Ticker symbols of the stocks we

consider and the corresponding concepts used to download news articles are listed in Table 1. It

should be remarked that the table is not exhaustive, however. Take Microsoft for example. Many

products of Microsoft, such as windows (the operating system), office (the software) and surface

(the touch screen PC), have their own concepts (they are “Microsoft Windows”, “Microsoft Office”

and “Microsoft Surface” respectively). News articles centred exclusively on these products might

be left out since we only select the concept “Microsoft”. We decide to exclude concepts related

to specific products or services, since the basket of products and services changes from time to

time, which renders tracking of the concepts almost impossible. News sources in EventRegistry are

divided into 11 groups, which are summarized in panel A of Table 2. If the news sources are not

circumscribed, the results may be contaminated by discreditable sources. For our analysis, the news

source is limited to Business/ER’s Top 255, which encompasses most leading media in the world.

The full list can be found in panel B of Table 2. It is worthy of mention that in addition to those

sources widely used in finance research, such as Bloomberg, Reuters and The Wall Street Journal,

some novel but renowned sources such as Business Insider and The Economist are included as well.

Besides, some media based outside English-speaking countries are among the list. For instance,

Nikkei Asian Review is an English-language business journal belonging to Nikkei Inc., which is

headquartered in Tokyo and owns also the world’s largest financial newspaper, The Nikkei. We

also find Forbes India, an example of foreign edition of US-based magazine. Finally, in terms of

language, we only keep English news.

4Available on https://github.com/EventRegistry/event-registry-python.
5We remark that one could manually specify the sources. For instance, one may download articles only from The

Wall Street Journal (WSJ), or from the pool of WSJ, Bloomberg and The New York Times. We do not specify
the sources simply because the Business/ER’s Top 25 list has already included most sources used in research and
contained in addition some other influential media.

5
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Table 2: Groups of news sources

Panel A: Groups of news sources in EventRegistry

Business/ER’s top 25 General/ER’s top 10 General/ER’s top 25

General/ER’s top 50 Gossip/ER’s top 15 Public relation sources

Science/ER’s top 15 Security/ER’s top 15 Sport/ER’s top 25

Sport/Most sport related sources Technology/ER’s top 20

Panel B: English News sources in the group Business/ER’s top 25

Source Name Source URL

The Banker thebanker.com

Bloomberg bloomberg.com:443

Bloomberg Business bloomberg.com

Business Insider businessinsider.com

Business Insider uk.businessinsider.com

Business Insider Australia businessinsider.com.au

CNBC cnbc.com

CNN Money money.cnn.com

Economic Times economictimes.indiatimes.com

Financial Times ft.com

Forbes forbes.com

Forbes India forbesindia.com

Handelsblatt Global Edition global.handelsblatt.com

International Business Times ibtimes.com

International Business Times UK ibtimes.co.uk

International Business Times India ibtimes.co.in

Nikkei Asian Review asia.nikkei.com

Reuters reuters.com

The Economist economist.com

The Wall Street Journal wsj.com

To each article EventRegistry attaches a Boolean value indicating whether it duplicates6 another

article. We remove all articles that are labelled as duplicated. The remaining ones are used for our

empirical analysis.

2.3 Unusualness and homogeneity measures

This subsection provides an overview of the unusualness and Homogeneity measures that we

build. More detailed descriptions are contained in Appendix B. For each measure, we first give

succinct introduction in a general setting and then elaborate its computation specifically for our

6It needs to be clarified that duplication does not mean that the article is conceptually the same as another article,
i.e. the two articles are classified by EventRegistry under the same event. It means that the articles captured at
different moment have exactly the same content.
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empirical analysis.

2.3.1 Article unusualness: Entropy

Straight after Lehman Brothers filed bankruptcy, the phrase “bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers”,

which had no occurrence in historical archives by the time, cropped up and permeated global news.

It may be taken as an example embodying the intuition that unusual phrases would take up a

pronounced proportion in articles about an impactful event. Consequently, unusualness could

potentially signal change in fundamental value and risk of a stock, and we would like to assess

empirically its predictive power.

An article A is an ordered sequence of words A ≡ (w1, · · · , wN ). Unusualness of A could be

measured by P(A), the probability of composition of A: the lower the probability, the more unusual

is the text. Such probability could be represented as product of conditional probabilities:

P(A) = P(w1)×
N∏
i=2

P(wi|w1, · · · , wi−1)

Calculation of the conditional probability P(wi|w1, · · · , wi−1) is elusive when i gets large, and

some computationally straightforward approximation is often needed. One such approximation is

achieved by dropping dependence on remote words. In particular, one might use the approximation

P(A) ≈
N∏
i=n

P(wi|wi−n+1, · · · , wi) (2)

that is, all conditional probabilities with i < n are dropped and in addition we approximate each

P(wi|w1, · · · , wi−1) by P(wi|wi−n+1, · · · , wi). An n-tuple of ordered words is often called n-gram in

the literature. Thus we call (2) an n-gram approximation of the probability of the article A. For

an informative introduction to language modelling with n-grams, the readers are referred to the

monograph of Jurafsky and Martin (2017).

Since the probability model is unknown, each P(wi|wi−n+1, · · · , wi−1) needs be estimated. For

estimation we must specify a training set, which is a collection of n-grams. For each n-gram

(wi−n+1, · · · , wi) (resp. (n − 1)-gram (wi−n+1, · · · , wi−1)) we denote by c(wi−n+1, · · · , wi) (resp.

c(wi−n+1, · · · , wi−1)) its count in the training set. A simple estimator P(wi|wi−n+1, · · · , wi) is given

by frequency of the word wi following the (n− 1)-gram (wi−n+1, · · · , wi−1):

c(wi−n+1, · · · , wi)
c(wi−n+1, · · · , wi−1)

In practice such estimator needs be “smoothed” because of the possibility of unseen context in the

training set, viz. the denumerator c(wi−n+1, · · · , wi−1) is zero. Jurafsky and Martin (2017) (pp.

47-53) discusses about various smoothing methods. Here we follow Mamaysky and Glasserman

(2016) and Calomiris and Mamaysky (2018) by using one of the simplest methods, the Laplace
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smoothing :

fi ≡
c(wi−n+1, · · · , wi) + 1

c(wi−n+1, · · · , wi−1) + 10
(3)

Plugging the estimates into (2) yields an estimator of P(w1, · · · , wN ),

P̂(A) ≈
N∏
i=n

fi

Thus unusualness of the text (w1, · · ·wN ) can be gauged by
∏N
i=n fi.

The unusualness measure
∏N
i=n fi is used by Mamaysky and Glasserman (2016) in forecasting

market stress. They further compute an entropy measure which we shall adopt in empirical analysis.

The entropy of the text (w1, · · · , wN ) is defined by

E(A) ≡ − 1

N − n+ 1
log P̂(A) = − 1

N − n+ 1

N∑
i=n

log fi (4)

Apparently, a large entropy suggests that the text is highly unusual.

In our empirical analysis, we measure unusualness by the entropy defined in (4). Key ingredients

in computing the entropy include n, i.e. size of the gram, and the training set. Like Mamaysky

and Glasserman (2016) and Calomiris and Mamaysky (2018), we set n = 4, which is a common

choice in the literature on language processing (p. 40, Jurafsky and Martin (2017)). On the other

hand, Figure 1 sketches how we collect dated articles to build training set for both the unusualness

(entropy) and homogeneity measures. For each date t, be it a trading day or not, let t(o) and

t(c) denote 09:30 EST and 16:00 EST respectively, that is, the usual opening and closing time of

the US stock market. Let t − h be the last trading day (h ≥ 1), where dependence of h on t is

suppressed for notational ease. For articles related to any firm in our portfolio released during

[(t−h)(c), t(c)], which covers both the inactive period [(t−h)(c), t(o)] and the active period [t(o), t(c)],

we build a corpus Dt by amalgamating dated articles about all firms released during the 30-day

interval [(t − h − 29)(c), (t − h)(c)]. Hence, in computing entropy of articles on, say, AIG, past

articles about IBM and Microsoft are used. Our initial consideration is to enlarge the training set,

since there may be only a small amount of news about AIG itself. Because news about different

firms can still exhibit linguistic homogeneity, such as usage of the same jargon and terminologies in

describing events, and the same phrases in expressing sentiment, such way of building the corpus

seems plausible. Main body of each article in the corpus is extracted and further parsed into n-

grams according to rules elaborated in Appendix B. The collection of all these n-grams forms the

training set. Having formed the training set, for each article released during [(t − h)(c), t(c)], we

extract its main body and normalize it to text (w1, · · · , wN ) following the procedures illustrated in

Appendix B. Entropy of the normalized article A ≡ (w1, · · · , wN ) can then be evaluated according

to (4).
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Figure 1: Construction of corpus for unusualness and homogeneity measures

2014/01/01 (t−h−29)(o) (t−h−29)(c) (t−h)(o) (t−h)(c) t(o) t(c)

Dated articles Dt
for forming training set

Articles with unusualness
and homogeneity measures to be computed

Note: The figure depicts how we collect dated articles to build training set for computation of the unusualness and

homogeneity measures. t(o) and t(c) denote the opening (≡ 09 : 30 EST) and closing (≡ 16 : 00 EST) time of

the US stock market respectively. To compute the two measures of articles related to any firm and released during

[(t−h)(c), t(c)], we collect dated articles related to all firms and released during the 30-day interval [(t−h−29)(c), (t−
h)(c)], and build the training set therewith.

2.3.2 Article dissimilarity: Cosine Similarity

The unusualness measure entropy discussed in subsubsection 2.3.1 is technically different from

the homogeneity measure that we introduce in the next a few paragraphs. Broadly speaking,

construction of the homogeneity measure is divided into two stages. In the first stage, each article

is represented as a numeric vector. In the second stage, we quantify the semantic similarities

between articles based on their vector representations. The homogeneity of media coverage is

gauged by the average semantic similarity. Different combinations of technologies used in the two

stages result in different homogeneity measures. We find it more appropriate to discuss first about

the final homogeneity measure built in the second stage. The tools we wield in the first stage will

be introduced afterwards.

Given a pair of articles A and B represented as numeric vectors, a widely used metric for

similarity between A and B is the cosine similarity. It is defined as

cosine(A,B) ≡ A ·B
|A||B|

(5)

where A · B is the inner product of A and B, and |A| and |B| are their Euclidean norms. As we

shall see below, the vector representations of articles have non negative coordinates, therefore the

cosine similarity takes value between 0 and 1. The cosine similarity between A and B reaches its

maximum if the two articles have exactly the same representations. It is zero if the two articles are

orthogonal, viz. having zeros in different dimensions, which suggests strong dissimilarity.

In our empirical analysis, a measure for homogeneity of media coverage is erected on the cosine

similarity as follows. On each date t, we collect all articles released during the 10-day interval

[(t − 10)(c), t(c)] and enumerate them as B1, · · · , BI . We then calculate cosine similarity for each

pair of B1, · · · , BI . The homogeneity measure is defined as average of the cosine similarities.

There are other metrics for similarity (or dissimilarity) between articles widely used in the

literature. Examples of alternative similarity metrics include the Jaccard measure (Tetlock (2011)),

the Dice measure, the Jensen-Shannon divergence and so forth. The readers may refer to chapter 15

of Jurafsky and Martin (2017) for these alternatives. It should be mentioned that our homogeneity

measure is very similar to the staleness measure of Tetlock (2011). In particular, Tetlock (2011)
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uses the Jaccard measure, and his corpus is built of ten recent articles. The main difference

between our homogeneity measure and his staleness measure lies in that we compute similarities

between all pairs of articles and then take average, while Tetlock (2011) computes only similarities

between newly released article and dated articles. Such difference leads to different interpretations

of the two measures. Another difference is that we only consider the cosine similarity in our

empirical analysis, since it is arguably the most common metric in natural language processing and

information retrieval (p. 279, Jurafsky and Martin (2017)).

2.3.3 Article representation: TF-IDF

This section gives a cavalier review of the term frequency-inverse document frequency (abbr.

TF-IDF ) measure that we use for representing articles. After we present the empirical results

using the TF-IDF representation, we shall consider in section 4 another prevalent representation

approach Word2Vec for robustness check.

As remarked by Jurafsky and Martin (2017) (p. 278), TF-IDF plays a dominant role in infor-

mation retrieval. It is formed as the product of two factors – the term frequency and the inverse

document frequency. Here term refers to any word7 in an user-defined vocabulary V. Let the words

in V be indexed by V ≡ {w1, · · · , wd}. Given an article A, for each word wj the term frequency of

wj in article A is defined as

TF (wj , A) ≡ Number of times wj appearing in A (6)

On the other hand, let D be a corpus, or more precisely, a collection of articles (documents). The

inverse document frequency of word wj relative to D is defined by

IDF (wj ,D) ≡ log
N(D)

N(wj ,D)
(7)

where N(D) is the size (i.e. number of articles) of D, and N(wj ,D) is the size of the subset of articles

containing wj . The logarithmic transform is an usual way to “squash” the value. IDF (wj ,D) might

be interpreted as a measure of “rareness” of the word wj relative to the collection D. The rarer is

wj in D, the larger is IDF (wj ,D). The resulting TF-IDF measure for wj is

TFIDF (wj , A,D) ≡ TF (wj , A)× IDF (wj ,D) (8)

The TF-IDF increases proportionally as the occurrence of wj in the article A, and is offset by the

frequency of wj in the collection D. Once we have calculated TFIDF (wj , A,D) for each wj , the

article A can then be represented as a d-dimensional numeric vector

7The TF-IDF representation of articles can be easily generalized to n-grams and such generalization has already
found its application in finance. Tetlock (2011), for instance, builds his staleness measure with bigram as well.
We do not find such generalization favourable in our analysis, however. In n-gram model, position of words makes
a difference, which renders matching of the n-grams very difficult. On our dataset, even with bigram the cosine
similarities drop systematically to below 0.1, which would at times falsely imply strong dissimilarity of the articles’
contents, let alone n-gram with n ≥ 3. Therefore we do not consider n-grams in our analysis below.
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A ≡ (TFIDF (w1, A,D), · · · , TFIDF (wd, A,D)) (9)

which is called the TF-IDF representation of the article A.

After obtaining the TF-IDF representations of all relevant articles, we could further calculate

the homogeneity measure presented in subsubsection 2.3.2. Technically, this homogeneity mea-

sure differs from the unusualness measure introduced in subsubsection 2.3.1 in that the TF-IDF

representation does not account for position or order of the words; only frequencies of the words

matter.

The vocabulary is key to the TF-IDF representation. Initially we considered merging several

popular lexicons8, but later we decide to build the vocabulary in a data-driven way. In our empirical

analysis, again for any article released during [(t− h)(c), t(c)] we build first the corpus as sketched

in subsubsection 2.3.2. Each article in the corpus is normalized and tokenized into words following

the procedures described in Appendix B. The vocabulary is then built by picking out the d ≡ 104

most frequent words. The size d is a rule-of-thumb in the natural language processing; See p. 274

of Jurafsky and Martin (2017).

3 Empirical Analysis

3.1 Summary statistics

Table 3 presents total news count on different kinds of days9. Along the time dimension, we

see that for most of the firms the count follows roughly a uniform distribution over the weekdays,

and as expected much less news are reported during the weekend and on holidays. On the other

hand, the cross-sectional results differ a lot from firm to firm. For instance, over all trading days

Microsoft has close to 25,000 news items, which is about 13 times more than America International

Group (AIG), Caterpillar (CAT) and so on. As mentioned above, the shortage of news about some

firms is indeed one of the reasons that we aggregate articles about all firms in building the training

corpus for textual measures.

Figure 2 shows size of the (running) corpora D(10)
t (for homogeneity measure) and D(30)

t (for

entropy measure) that are used to built the textual measures. When the 10-day interval is used,

there are on average about 1,300 articles used to build textual measures, whereas the average rises to

about 4,000 if the 30-day is in effect. The sizes are also seen to vary a lot. For example, the minimal

size of D(10)
t is about 100. A potential problem is that the entropy could be upward biased and

falsely impart unusualness if the corpus is too small. Indeed, it becomes hard to match an n-gram

in the training corpus if the latter has very limited size, and the frequency estimate in equation

(3) will tend to its lower bound 0.1, thereby leveraging the entropy. On the other hand, small size

8Specifically, we considered merging the lexicon by Loughran and McDonald (2011) and a list of financial words
found on wikipedia.

9Here for “one day” we mean the time period from 16:00 EST on one calendar day to 16:00 EST on the next.
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Table 3: Total count of news

Ticker Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun Trading Break

AIG 284 439 378 402 406 112 63 1893 116

BA 1583 1894 2399 2027 1742 635 563 9503 366

BAC 1930 2162 2334 2213 2144 461 379 10670 347

C 2908 3312 3387 3522 3188 603 645 16090 393

CAT 308 353 338 456 322 68 47 1767 90

CVX 719 826 800 687 881 181 107 3873 179

DIS 1581 1760 1854 1849 1685 626 752 8582 377

GE 94 92 102 78 70 14 14 430 50

HD 415 767 593 453 448 136 85 2637 151

IBM 1768 2158 2121 1889 1422 434 324 9204 337

INTC 2201 2648 2898 2649 2101 616 588 12301 360

JNJ 847 765 717 797 690 270 440 3721 206

JPM 2785 3554 3603 3529 3370 654 573 16614 390

KO 220 288 322 280 195 57 64 1280 95

MCD 1153 1441 1421 1262 1086 398 303 6269 305

MSFT 4563 5491 5494 5374 4475 1509 1175 24972 434

PG 519 619 617 572 594 152 112 2888 168

T 1245 1425 1582 1574 1343 386 296 7090 285

UTX 345 442 446 383 339 95 54 1931 95

VZ 1240 1639 1339 1489 1185 364 258 6809 290

WMT 1800 2161 2288 2646 2306 596 463 11029 373

XOM 1846 2308 2296 2403 2176 450 503 10934 261

1 This table presents news count on different kinds of days. The column ’Break’
refers to non-trading days, including weekends and holidays. The last column
’No News’ displays percentage of days (over all calendar days) when there are
no news captured.

of the corpus is not a problem for the homogeneity measure, as long as we correctly interpret it

as measuring homogeneity of articles in a given corpus. This is why we use a 30-day interval for

computing unusualness measure and a 10-day interval for homogeneity measure respectively.

3.2 Regression analysis

We carry out a set of regressions to scrutinize the impact of unusualness and homogeneity of

news. We introduce some notations to ease exposition. For any generic quantity S
(j)
t , we define

S
(j)
u|v ≡

1
u−v+1

∑v
t=u S

(j)
t as its (running) average. Let Y

(j)
t denote a generic dependent variable in

concern; in our context it is one of abnormal return, realized beta and abnormal turnover. Also let

N
(j)
t denote either the unusualness or the homogeneity measure. We consider the following fixed

effect panel regression model

Y
(j)
t+1|t+τ = α+ γN

(j)
t + δ′X

(j)
t + u

(j)
t . (10)
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Figure 2: Size of the corpora
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Note: The plot presents size (i.e. number of articles) of the running corpora D(10)
t (the upper

panel) and D(30)
t (the lower panel) respectively. Construction of the corpora are illustrated in

subsubsection 2.3.1. See also the notes beneath Figure 1.

For statistical inference we use the clustered-robust standard errors. All results are produced by

virtue of the Matlab panel data toolbox contributed by Alvarez et al. (2017). The integer τ ≥ 1

determines the horizon of aggregating the dependent variable. In our analysis τ ranges from one

day (τ = 1) to four weeks (τ = 20). The control variables X
(j)
t are collected in Table 4. When the

dependent variable is abnormal return, it is a standard practice in the literature to include lagged

abnormal returns as control variables (Tetlock (2011) and Chen et al. (2014)). Most previous work

include volatility measure as well, but here we employ the risk measure realized beta instead, which

we find to be significant. When realized beta is taken as dependent variable, our specification of

control variables is analogue to the prevalent heterogeneous autoregressive (HAR) model (Corsi

(2009)) in the literature of volatility forecasting. Specifically, we include past daily, weekly and

monthly averages of realized betas as control variables. The cascade of realized betas aggregated

over different time horizons captures the heterogeneous spectrum of investors who trade at different

frequencies and thereby spawn different risk components; see the motivating discussion in p. 178

of Corsi (2009). Our control variables are highly overlapped with those in Tetlock (2011) when

abnormal turnover is in concern. In particular we incorporate logarithmic market capitalization

(log(MC
(j)
t )) at the end of day-t, and the day-(t − 4) to day-t average of Amihud’s illiquidity

measure IL
(j)
t−4|t (see Amihud (2002)), where

IL
(j)
t ≡ 106 × |Return

(j)
t |

V olume
(j)
t
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Table 4: Control variables for the regression model

Dependent Variable Main Control Variables Other Control Variables

AR
(j)

t+1|t+τ AR
(j)
t , AR

(j)
t−1, AR

(j)
t−2, Rβ

(j)
t , AT

(j)
t , Count

(j)

t−4|t Pos
(j)
t , Neg

(j)
t

Rβ
(j)

t+1|t+τ AR
(j)
t , Rβ

(j)
t , Rβ

(j)

t−4|t, Rβ
(j)

t−21|t, AT
(j)
t , Count

(j)

t−4|t Pos
(j)
t , Neg

(j)
t

AT
(j)

t+1|t+τ AR
(j)
t , Rβ

(j)
t , AT

(j)
t , log(MC

(j)
t ), IL

(j)

t−4|t, Count
(j)

t−4|t Pos
(j)
t , Neg

(j)
t

1 This table gathers control variables that we use in the regression model (10). For any generic statistic S
(j)
t , we

define S
(j)

u|v ≡
1

v−u+1

∑v
t=u S

(j)
t as average of the statistic from day-u to day-v.

2 AR
(j)
t is the abnormal return of stock-j on day-t, defined as its close-to-close return from day-(t− 1) to day-t

subtracted by that of SPY; Rβ
(j)
t is realized beta defined in (1); AT

(j)
t is the abnormal turnover of stock-j

on day-t, defined as its volume (i.e. number of transactions) on day-t minus the its average volume from day-

(t−5) to day-t; Count
(j)
t is the count of news items about stock-j on day-t; MC

(j)
t is the market capitalization,

defined as the product of closing price and outstanding shares; IL
(j)
t is the illiquidity measure of Amihud (2002),

defined as 106 times the ratio of absolute daily return to volume.

The 5-day average of news count Count
(j)
t is used as control variable in all cases. The use of raw or

transformation of news count is fairly common in the literature. Engle et al. (2011), for instance,

document that increment of news count precedes rise in volatility.

3.2.1 Abnormal return

We take first abnormal return as dependent variable in (10). Parameter estimates, test statistics

and adjusted R2 are summarized in Table 5 and Table 6. Overall, the fits are quite unsatisfactory,

with adjusted R2’s being negative for all horizons but two weeks (τ = 10). The lagged abnormal

returns AR
(j)
t and AR

(j)
t−1 have significant impact on one-day ahead abnormal returns, but become

insignificant as τ increases (except AR
(j)
t−1 for τ = 5). The variables in concern, unusualness and

homogeneity, are insignificant for all horizons. Our findings seem to suggest that unusualness and

homogeneity are not as valuable as sentiment measures, which are often found to possess predictive

power for abnormal returns (Tetlock (2007); Tetlock et al. (2008); Chen et al. (2014)). Specifically,

most work find the fraction of negative words to presage decrease in returns, and both the usualness

and the homogeneity measures are by construction devoid of such information.

3.2.2 Realized beta

How are unusualness of news and homogeneity of media coverage related to risk of the stocks?

Intuitively, the use of unusual phrases by journalists might signal change in state of affairs about

the stock, which could be accompanied by increased risk. The homogeneity of media coverage, on

the other hand, reflects high attention paid to the stock, which may leverage the risk as well.

We put these hypotheses drawn from intuition to test and summarize the results in Table 7

and Table 8. First of all, our inclusion of daily, weekly and monthly averages of lagged realized

betas is endorsed by the coefficients which are significant at all conventional levels. The unusualness

measure is found to signal increased risk for three- (τ = 15) and four-week (τ = 20) ahead prediction
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Table 5: Abnormal return and unusualness

τ = 1 τ = 5 τ = 10 τ = 15 τ = 20

Unusualness
(j)
t 0.0485 0.0315 0.0422 0.0301 0.0198

(1.38) (1.07) (1.44) (1.04) (0.67)

AR
(j)
t 0.0271 -0.0045 -0.0009 0.0008 0.0009

(2.34) (-1.18) (-0.40) (0.35) (0.50)

AR
(j)
t−1 -0.0206 -0.0101 -0.0017 -0.0010 -0.0009

(-2.42) (-2.37) (-0.82) (-0.56) (-0.52)

AR
(j)
t−2 -0.0120 -0.0048 -0.0008 0.0000 0.0005

(-1.00) (-0.91) (-0.35) (0.01) (0.23)

Rβ
(j)
t 0.0089 0.0148 0.0061 0.0042 0.0045

(0.57) (1.96) (1.25) (0.82) (0.84)

AT
(j)
t 0.0320 0.0171 0.0019 0.0004 0.0008

(1.05) (1.33) (0.28) (0.09) (0.20)

Count
(j)

t−4|t 0.0001 -0.0010 -0.0027 -0.0012 -0.0009

(0.05) (-0.90) (-2.84) (-1.16) (-0.89)

Adj. R2 -0.01% -0.03% 0.06% -0.08% -0.11%

1 This table reports parameters estimates, test statistic (in paren-
thesis under estimate) and adjusted R2 of the regression model in

(10), with AR
(j)

t+1|t+τ taking place of Y
(j)

t+1|t+τ . The main control
variables can be found in Table 4.

Table 6: Abnormal return and homogeneity

τ = 1 τ = 5 τ = 10 τ = 15 τ = 20

Homogeneity
(j)
t 0.0318 0.0347 0.0494 0.0352 0.0303

(0.77) (1.14) (1.58) (1.09) (0.88)

AR
(j)
t 0.0271 -0.0044 -0.0008 0.0008 0.0010

(2.34) (-1.17) (-0.37) (0.37) (0.52)

AR
(j)
t−1 -0.0205 -0.0100 -0.0017 -0.0010 -0.0009

(-2.41) (-2.37) (-0.81) (-0.55) (-0.52)

AR
(j)
t−2 -0.0120 -0.0047 -0.0008 0.0000 0.0005

(-0.99) (-0.91) (-0.34) (0.02) (0.23)

Rβ
(j)
t 0.0092 0.0149 0.0062 0.0043 0.0045

(0.59) (1.96) (1.26) (0.83) (0.84)

AT
(j)
t 0.0315 0.0169 0.0016 0.0002 0.0007

(1.04) (1.30) (0.24) (0.05) (0.18)

Count
(j)

t−4|t 0.0005 -0.0009 -0.0025 -0.0011 -0.0009

(0.25) (-0.74) (-2.57) (-1.00) (-0.83)

Adj. R2 -0.02% -0.03% 0.03% -0.10% -0.10%

1 This table reports parameters estimates, test statistic (in paren-
thesis under estimate) and adjusted R2 of the regression model in

(10), with AR
(j)

t+1|t+τ taking place of Y
(j)

t+1|t+τ . The main control
variables can be found in Table 4.

Table 7: Realized beta and unusualness

τ = 1 τ = 5 τ = 10 τ = 15 τ = 20

Unusualness
(j)
t 0.0211 0.0235 0.0251 0.0337 0.0308

(0.84) (1.21) (1.42) (2.16) (1.88)

AR
(j)
t -0.0035 -0.0038 -0.0027 -0.002 -0.0025

(-0.64) (-1.83) (-1.57) (-1.59 (-1.69)

Rβ
(j)
t 0.0349 0.0196 0.0124 0.0086 0.0087

(4.00) (4.55) (4.45) (4.25) (5.81)

Rβ
(j)

t−4|t 0.0952 0.0560 0.0363 0.0341 0.0404

(5.06) (2.80) (2.37) (2.66) (3.80)

Rβ
(j)

t−21|t 0.4968 0.5275 0.5304 0.5243 0.4951

(11.71) (10.57) (9.93) (10.47 (10.30)

AT
(j)
t 0.0034 0.0107 0.0007 -0.001 -0.0019

(0.19) (1.17) (0.17) (-0.39 (-0.55)

Count
(j)

t−4|t 0.0004 0.0001 0.0005 -0.000 0.0003

(0.54) (0.09) (0.71) (-0.00 (0.33)

Adj. R2 5.07% 16.02% 22.75% 26.63% 28.19%

1 This table reports parameters estimates, test statistic (in paren-
thesis under estimate) and adjusted R2 of the regression model in

(10), with Rβ
(j)

t+1|t+τ taking place of Y
(j)

t+1|t+τ . The main control
variables can be found in Table 4.

Table 8: Realized beta and homogeneity

τ = 1 τ = 5 τ = 10 τ = 15 τ = 20

Homogeneity
(j)
t 0.0263 0.0196 0.0284 0.0367 0.0261

(0.96) (0.80) (1.08) (1.61) (1.15)

AR
(j)
t -0.0035 -0.0038 -0.0027 -0.0021 -0.0025

(-0.63) (-1.82) (-1.54) (-1.55) (-1.65)

Rβ
(j)
t 0.0349 0.0196 0.0124 0.0086 0.0088

(4.00) (4.55) (4.44) (4.21) (5.75)

Rβ
(j)

t−4|t 0.0951 0.0557 0.0362 0.0339 0.0400

(5.09) (2.82) (2.38) (2.67) (3.80)

Rβ
(j)

t−21|t 0.4973 0.5291 0.5312 0.5257 0.4972

(11.71) (10.67) (9.99) (10.46) (10.26)

AT
(j)
t 0.0033 0.0105 0.0006 -0.0018 -0.0021

(0.18) (1.16) (0.14) (-0.44) (-0.61)

Count
(j)

t−4|t 0.0005 0.0002 0.0006 0.0002 0.0005

(0.62) (0.29) (0.79) (0.17) (0.52)

Adj. R2 5.07% 16.00% 22.73% 26.59% 28.13%

1 This table reports parameters estimates, test statistic (in paren-
thesis under estimate) and adjusted R2 of the regression model in

(10), with Rβ
(j)

t+1|t+τ taking place of Y
(j)

t+1|t+τ . The main control
variables can be found in Table 4.
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but not in shorter horizons. Homogeneity of media coverage, on the other hand, is not significant

for any horizon.

3.2.3 Abnormal turnover

Finally, regression results for abnormal turnover are collected in Table 9 and Table 10. None of

the coefficients of unusualness and homogeneity are found to be significant.

Table 9: Abnormal turnover and unusualness

τ = 1 τ = 5 τ = 10 τ = 15 τ = 20

Unusualness
(j)
t 0.0072 -0.0009 -0.0045 -0.0100 -0.0084

(0.55) (-0.07) (-0.72) (-1.64) (-1.65)

AR
(j)
t -0.0041 -0.0040 -0.0030 -0.0017 -0.0011

(-1.40) (-2.12) (-2.21) (-2.21) (-1.47)

Rβ
(j)
t -0.0098 -0.0071 -0.0015 -0.0008 -0.0009

(-1.50) (-1.90) (-0.77) (-0.57) (-0.77)

AT
(j)
t 0.3290 -0.0007 -0.0344 -0.0284 -0.0186

(19.25) (-0.15) (-16.33) (-14.20 (-17.01)

log(MC(j)t) -0.0192 0.0066 0.0225 0.0303 0.0290

(-1.48) (0.44) (1.97) (3.12) (3.54)

IL
(j)

t−4|t 35.752 25.195 22.645 15.999 12.863

(2.33) (2.01) (2.48) (2.49) (2.32)

Count
(j)

t−4|t -0.0032 -0.0032 -0.0024 -0.0017 -0.0014

(-4.28) (-4.37) (-5.17) (-4.09) (-3.64)

Adj. R2 10.64% 0.64% 2.53% 3.45% 3.27%

1 This table reports parameters estimates, test statistic (in parenthe-
sis under estimate) and adjusted R2 of the regression model in (10),

with AT
(j)

t+1|t+τ taking place of Y
(j)

t+1|t+τ . The main control variables
can be found in Table 4.

Table 10: Abnormal turnover and homogeneity

τ = 1 τ = 5 τ = 10 τ = 15 τ = 20

Homogeneity
(j)
t 0.0310 0.0307 0.0139 0.0022 -0.0002

(1.71) (1.64) (1.51) (0.25) (-0.02)

AR
(j)
t -0.004 -0.0040 -0.0030 -0.0017 -0.0011

(-1.40 (-2.12) (-2.21) (-2.23) (-1.48)

Rβ
(j)
t -0.009 -0.0073 -0.0016 -0.0009 -0.0010

(-1.52 (-1.96) (-0.84) (-0.64) (-0.84)

AT
(j)
t 0.3291 -0.0006 -0.0343 -0.0283 -0.0185

(19.27 (-0.12) (-16.16) (-14.21) (-17.04)

log(MC(j)t) -0.018 0.0085 0.0237 0.0312 0.0297

(-1.44 (0.60) (2.15) (3.41) (3.78)

IL
(j)

t−4|t 36.205 26.039 23.232 16.553 13.275

(2.34) (2.04) (2.51) (2.53) (2.37)

Count
(j)

t−4|t -0.003 -0.0035 -0.0025 -0.0019 -0.0015

(-4.42 (-4.67) (-5.57) (-4.41) (-3.91)

Adj. R2 10.66% 0.69% 2.55% 3.39% 3.20%

1 This table reports parameters estimates, test statistic (in parenthesis
under estimate) and adjusted R2 of the regression model in (10), with

AT
(j)

t+1|t+τ taking place of Y
(j)

t+1|t+τ . The main control variables can
be found in Table 4.

4 Plan Ahead: Robustness Check

The work we have done thus far are still not considerate enough. In the next step, we plan

to refine our study along several dimensions. First of all, our current dataset contains just more

than 20 stocks. We shall expand the pool to incorporate at least 100 stocks, and data for 100

constituents of S&P 500 index with large market capitalizations have already been prepared. Apart

from expanding the dataset, we also plan to check whether our conclusions are robust to alteration

of several crucial factors, such as estimate of beta, inclusion of sentiment measure as control variable

in regression (10), and an alternative state-of-art word embedding approach, the Word2Vec. This

section gives a cavalier preview of our planned work.

4.1 Alternative estimator of beta

We would like to check whether the conclusions drawn in the last section are robust to choice

of estimator of beta. In their robustness check, Patton and Verardo (2012) consider both realized

beta constructed with prices sampled every five minutes, a rule-of-thumb for volatility estimation
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(see e.g. Liu et al. (2015)), and the estimator proposed by Hayashi et al. (2005). We shall consider

the same estimators, and in addition we will try the estimator contributed by Zhang (2011), which

by construction can mitigate market microstructure noises.

4.2 Sentiment

Sentiment analysis of textual data has garnered considerable attention in the past a few decades.

Many researchers find ties between sentiment of news articles and market indicators. Chen et al.

(2014) find that sentiment expressed in articles and commentaries of the website Seeking Alpha

predict both stock returns and earnings surprises. Zhang et al. (2016) claim that sentiment gen-

erally exerts asymmetric and attention-specific impact on the market. It is therefore important to

check if the unusualness and homogeneity measures contain incremental information in addition to

sentiment.

We shall build sentiment measure for each stock on every day and add the average sentiment as

control variable to the regression model (10). Specifically, we download the dictionary developed

by Loughran and McDonald (2011), which is dedicated to financial applications, and calculate the

fractions of words classified as having positive and negative connotations respectively10.

4.3 Article representation: Word2Vec

The TF-IDF representation of articles we use in the last section is classic, intuitive and easy-to-

implement. In the past a few years, a competing word embedding method termed Word2Vec, though

more abstract, has gained remarkable popularity among communities of language processing, which

calls forth our curiosity about robustness of our conclusion to its usage. The Word2Vec method

is originally developed by a team of experts at Google specialized in natural language processing

(Mikolov et al. (2013)). This method represents every word as a continuous vector, which has been a

well founded practice in the literature (see Hinton et al. (1986) or E. Rumelhart et al. (1986)). With

this method we take into account the so-called multiple degrees of similarity between words (Mikolov

et al. (2013)) that not only recognises similarity of words with different endings, but enables us

to go past the syntactic regularities. Once the words are represented as vectors, we are able to

perform simple algebraic operations on the word vectors to obtain meaningful results. An intuitive

example is given by Mikolov et al. (2013), where the result of vector(”King”) − vector(”Man”) +

vector(”Woman”) is close to vector form of the word Queen.

The method takes advantage of neural network (NN) to produce the final output, which is

shown to surpass N-gram models (see Bengio et al. (2003) and Mikolov et al. (2011)). In this

case the NN only has one hidden layer between the input and output layer with user defined

projection function in between (see Fausett et al. (1994) for introduction to NN). Interestingly,

the Word2vec is indeed not a single algorithm, but split into two sub-algorithms, which determine

how neural network learns the words representation. The first sub-algorithm is called Contiguous

10Zhang et al. (2016) remind us the lack of evidence that Loughran and McDonald’s dictionary dominates the
others in financial applications. We adopt it simply for its arguable dominance in popularity.
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Figure 3: Graphical representation of Word2Vec

Note: The flowchart is borrowed from the original paper of Mikolov et al. (2013). It depicts

the mechanism underpinning the two sub-algorithms of Word2Vec, Contiguous Bag-Of-Words

(CBOW) and Skip-gram. In CBOW, the network learns wn, the word at position n, by virtue

of its predecessors wn−2 and wn−1 as well as successors wn+1 and wn+2. Skip-Gram reverses

the process in CBOW, that is, with wn given, the neural network predicts the surrounding

words (wn−2, wn−1, wn+1, wn+2).

Bag-Of-Words (CBOW), in which the network learns wn, the word at position n, by virtue of its

predecessors wn−2 and wn−1 as well as successors wn+1 and wn+2. The second sub-algorithm, called

Skip-Gram, reverses the process in CBOW, that is, with wn given, the neural network predicts the

surrounding words (wn−2, wn−1, wn+1, wn+2). The Word2Vec method is depicted in Figure 3, which

we borrow from the original paper of Mikolov et al. (2013).

As remarked by Mikolov et al. (2013), both of algorithms are capable of learning word repre-

sentations from large data sources, while CBOW is faster and skip-gram produces better results

for words with lower frequency. For complete details and further explanations, see Goldberg and

Levy (2014) or Jurafsky and Martin (2017).

5 Conclusion

In this report, we summarize our study on how unusualness and homogeneity of media coverage

impact the stock market. We gauge unusualness with entropy, following the work of Mamaysky

and Glasserman (2016) and Calomiris and Mamaysky (2018). On the other hand, we propose

to measure homogeneity of media coverage by virtue of average cosine similarities of pairs in a

(time-varying) pool of articles. We run regressions on the unusualness and homogeneity measures

to test if they have predictive power for abnormal return, realized beta and abnormal turnover.

Over the horizons ranging from one day to four weeks, neither unusualness nor homogeneity is

found to predict abnormal return or abnormal turnover. On the other hand, higher unusualness

and homogeneity are found to signal higher risk as measured by realized beta in relatively longer

horizon, say three- to four-week ahead.
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Supplementary Appendix

A Data Pre-processing

A.1 Stock data

For reader’s convenience we elaborate how the raw high-frequency data downloaded from TAQ

are filtered. We follow Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2009), except that we do not implement their rule

T4 for filtering out “outliers” (transactions with price distant from highest bid or lowest ask).

P1. Remove transactions that occur outside the interval 9:30am to 4pm EST.

P2. Remove transactions with zero price.

P3. Keep only transactions that occur in the stock’s primary listing (see Table 1).

T1. Remove transactions with correction record, that is, trades with a nonzero correction indicator

CORR.

T2. Remove transactions with abnormal sale condition, that is, trades where COND has a code

other than ’@’, ’E’ and ’F’.

T3. If multiple transactions have identical timestamp, use the median price and sum up the

volumes.

A.2 News articles

The python package eventregistry furnishes tools for retrieving articles from EventRegistry’s

database. The textual data are retrived and sifted following the procedures below.

Retriving articles:

R1. Set ConceptUri to the second column of Table 1.

R2. Set dateStart to 2014-1-1 and dateEnd to 2018-1-1.

R3. Set SourceGroupUri to EventRegistry’s Business/ER’s Top 25.

R4. location and category and set by default.

Sifting articles:

S1. Remove articles marked as duplicated by EventRegistry.

S2. Remove articles not written in English.

B Unusualness and Homogeneity Measures

B.1 Entropy

All work in this subsection are done by use of the NLTK package in python. We follow Mamaysky

and Glasserman (2016) with some modifications. Given a raw article whose entropy is to be
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evaluated, we first extract its main body. We then apply sent tokenize to segment text into

sentences. Each sentence are then normalized and tokenized into words through the procedures

below, which mainly consist of removal of “nuisances” such as stop words and reduction of concrete

instances to their common classes (e.g. date strings to date ).

E1. All words are converted to the lower case.

E2. Punctuations11 identified with string.punctuation are removed, except for % and -. In

addition we remove £ and e.

E3. Some phrases are converted12 according to Table 11.

E4. Strings presented in the second column of Table 1 are transformed to references following

the first three steps. For example, Aloca is kept intact, but reference for AT&T becomes

ATT since & gets removed in E2. Phrases comprised of any of the references followed by any

of “company”, “corporation” or “incorporation” (e.g. Aloca Corporation and Walt Disney

Company) are replaced by company . On the other hand, if a reference in the table is

not followed by any of “company”, “corporation” and “incorporation” (e.g. “Microsoft” in

“Microsoft announces”), it itself is replaced by company .

E5. Taking advantage of the python package datefinder, we locate date strings composed of

year, month and day in sentences and replace them by date . We remark that the date

string can take various formats, but they have to consist of the three ingredients.

E6. We replace all numbers, or numbers postfixed by bn or tn (billion or trillion), by n . In the

same vein we transform percentage, percent and % to perc .

E7. The normalized sentence is passed to word tokenize, which breaks the sentence into single

words.

E8. The tokens co, corp, inc and ltd are removed.

E9. Stop words identified by stopwords.words("english") from nltk.corpus are removed. We

also remove all tokens formed by a single -. Tokens such as year-to-year unaffected.

E10. Words are lemmatized by virtue of lemmatize sent. Options XXX are set to True.

The readers are reminded that the procedures cannot be arbitrarily rearranged. For instance,

exchanging E2 and E4 would cause the program to miss out Johnson & Johnson and AT & T. Our

procedures differ from Mamaysky and Glasserman (2016) mainly in that our handling of date strings

(E5) and lemmatization of words (E10). Admittedly, part of the procedures are not circumspect

enough and may introduce noise. E5, for example, leaves out date strings such as January 2015,

which would become January n after E6. This may be handled by regular expression if we exhaust

all possible combinations of year, month and date, yet we do not push ourselves to such rigidity

in this paper. Having obtained the “distilled” words, it remains to apply the ngrams method to

generate 3- and 4-grams. The grams forming the training set are obtained in the same vein.

11These include !"#$&’()*+,./:;<=>?@[\]^ ‘{|}~
12We first download the list of business and finance abbreviations from the wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.

org/wiki/List_of_business_and_finance_abbreviations) and tease out those that we believe are very common
and cause no confusion (viz. the abbreviation does not abbreviate different phrases). Then we further add a few
phrases (e.g. Standard Poors) to the list.
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Table 11: Converted phrases in computation of entropy

Original Converted

Chief Administrative Officer CAO

Chicago Board Options Exchange CBOE

Chicago Board of Trade CBOT

Collateralized debt obligation CDO

Credit default swap CDS

Chief executive officer CEO

Chief Financial Officer CFO

Chief Information Officer or Chief Investment Officer CIO

Chief Marketing Officer CMO

Chief Operating Officer COO

Consumer Price Index CPI

Chief Security Officer CSO

Chief Technology Officer CTO

Gross Domestic Product GDP

Human Resources HR

International Monetary Fund IMF

Initial Public Offering IPO

London Interbank Offered Rate LIBOR

London International Financial Futures and Options Exchange LIFFE

London Metal Exchange LME

New York Mercantile Exchange NYMEX

New York Stock Exchange NYSE

Securities and Exchange Commission SEC

Standard Poors SNP
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